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HE LEDGER •Sc TIM

Lowest Advertising Rate
per Thousand Readers of
A n y Kentucky
Newspaper,

Weekly

New Series No. 318

CIRCULATION,APRIL 1-2,864, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly'Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, November 29, 1934

JUDGE W. W.BAKER
DIES HERE FRIDAY;
110 • WAS ILL TWO YEARS
Former Murray Business
Man and City Judge Had
Host of Friends
MANY ATTEND RITES
AT CHURCH SUNDAY

. -

--

Judge W W: Baker, former city
Judge of Murray • anti local business man, passed away last Fridey
at is home on West Main street,
following a two years illness of
cemplications. Judge Baker was
Ora' of the old residents of Murray
and was extremely popular with
a wide circle of friends.
Fir many year he engaged .in
the hardware business here on the
east side of the square in partnership with J. G. Glasgow. During
them years. Judge Baker made
thousands of friends throughout
the county whose fidelity and admiration he retained until his
death. He was police judge of
Murray from 1925 to 1929.
For more than 42 years, Judge
Baker was. a member of the First
Methodist church and until illness
kept, hint away - wits one of the
church's most diligent and faithful members. He was a courteous,
kindly gentleman of the highest
type and his counsel in affairs was
deeply regarded.
Surviving Judge Baker is a
large family. consisting of six
daughters and a son, Joe Baker,
local business man.
Ba
The daughters are Mrs. Carnmie
MacDonald. Sebring Florida; Mrs.
A. P. Ford. Paducah; Mrs. G. G.
Walton and Miss Etna Baker, both
of Live Oak, Floridae Mrs. C. N.
Batsel, Haddenfield, New Jersey
and Miss Louise Baker, Murray.
alio leaves LIVO sisters. Mrs.
— Untie-, Butterworth -awl-. Mrs
Wash Boyd and a brother, 0. C.
_Iglie_r,4 Winona, Oklahoma.
A large crowd
attended the
funeral services which were conducted from the Murray Methodist
church Sunday afternoon at Iwo
o'clock by the Rev. 0. A. Marrs
and the Rev. L B. Motley. Burial
was in the city 'cemetery.
The pallbearers were, active,
Melus Linn, Will Hutchens, R. H.
Mood,' V C. Stubblefield, V.
Clark, and Elbert Lassiter;, honorary, C H. Bradley. Edd Perm-er, L. C. Whitnell, j. D. Sextoh,"DiTW. H. Graves, Dr. 0. B Irvan,
T.
C. B. Fulton, C. M. Hood.
Sledd, C C Duke. C R. Lee and
W. P:Dulaney.,..,

HONOR ROLL
Correspondents and local advertisers who get copy in Monday:
Capitol Theatre
Anderson Car Lot
Boone Cleaners
Murray Meat Market
Batik of Murray
Model Cleaners
Wear Drug Co.
Regal Dress Shoppe
Shruat Bros.
J. C. Barr
Eagle
,Lazy Ned
Tilde
Elder Thomas Pate
Churchill Funeral Home
Murray Laundry
Checker BoarrieLunch
,Murray Oil Co.
Bishop Lunch Room
E. B. Motley

;5,942.32 COUNTYS
SALES TAX SHARE
Tremon Beale. County Treasurer,
Got Check for Sum Latter
Part of Week.

F.D.E.A. OPENS AT MurrayPost Plans a Big
COLLEGE FRIDAY Partyfor December 6th
- •
FOR ANNUAL MEET
1,000 TeacKeilsItnd Visitors
Expected for Two Day
Program
NOTED SPEAKERS ARE
SLATED FOR SESSION
• The First District Educational
Association will open Friday morning at Murray State College in the
auditorium of the college at 9
o'clock with music by the Murray
State Teachers College band. Over
1,000 teachers and visitors are expected for the session which has
been an annual event irs Murray
for several years.
The invocation will be given at
9:05 Friday morning and the two.
day program will be launched a
few minutes later. A full program has been arranged with
some of the outstanding speakers
of the nation on the program.
The program follows:
Friday Morning
9:00—Music by Murray College.
9:30-10:30—Panel discussion conducted by Supt. J. 0. Lewis of
Fulton. "What Does Kentucky
Have a Right to Expect of the
Teachers Whose Demands Have
Been Met"
Will Kentucky school people respond to the challenge of adequate
organization. Prof. C. P. Poole:
The challenge of effective administration, Supt. H. L. Smith; The
professional
challenge of high
preparation, Supt. T. H. Barton;
The challenge of preparation transmuted into service. Supt. W. H.
Baldree; The challenge of creative
partnership with community, Supt.
Miles Meredith; The challenge of
permanent fiscal security, Supt.
M. 0. Wrather,
10:30-11:30—Dg. Charles W. Gilkey, chapel' dean. University of
Chicago, -Education and World
s.
Peace."

Calloway county received her
first cut of the salmi tax last week
when Tremon Beale. county treasurer, received a check /or $5,942.32 from the state treasurer, Elam
Huddleston. This was the first
quarterly return to the county.
Under the law, one-third of the
state's sales tax receipts are returned to the county's on the basis
of population.
In his letter to Mr. Beale, Mr.
Huddleston said:
"I am very happy to be able to
send you this check at this time,
because I know it will be of material benefit to your county and
to your people.
"The sates- tax law, so far as I
can discover, is operating successfully and satisfactorily. It has
strengthened the reedit of the
Commonwealth thereby enabling
11:30-12:130—General business sesthose responsible for purchases to
buy at better prices and in • sion.
much more satisfactory manner. It
Friday Afternoon
has put Kentucky on a sound fi1:30-k45—Music by Murray State
nancial basis; in fact. I- think in Vollege.
the best financial position of any
1:45-2:05—W. P. King. SecretaryState in the Union."
Treasitrer of Ko -E. A.
2:05-2:45—Dr Charles , E., Germane. noted author and lecturer
on character education. '
2:45-4:00—Department programs.
_ High School Section—T. C. Arnett, president; Speakers—Harry
Peters, Dr. Charles E. Gerinsine.
Dr. Charles E. Germane, of UniSection—Presiding
Elementary
versity of Missouri, to Speak
officer to be appointed. Speakeri
on Mental Hygiene.
—Harry Peters, Miss Thelma Drinnon, Dr. Jesse E. Adams.
Dr. Charles E. Germane, of the
Attendance Officers: S.' W. DouttiUniversity of :•fissouri and noted itt,
presiding.
Speaker, Moss
author, will speak at the F. D. E. Walton.
A. at Murray State College Friday
Special Education—Waylon Rayafternoon at 2:05. Dr Germane burn, presiding; Homer Nichols.
Temple
Held
at
Hill; will speak on "Mental hygiene
Sera ices
Friday Evening
Leases liastemd, Three t'hiland the School".
7:30-8:00—Music by Murray State
Sisters.
erre Two
Dr. Germane is co-author of College.
8:00—JULIEN BRYAN, Author,
several bobks by Germane and
Funeral services for Mrs. Deliah Germane on related subjects and Traveler. Photographer, "Soviet
Miller. 73 years of age, were held is also a noted lecturer and speak- Russia and
Siberia." illustrated
Monday afternoon at 2:30 from the er. His lectures' and writing deal With pictures.
the
Members
The Rev. in psychology and in character organization and Murray College
Temple Hill Churcln
students will be admitted free.
R. F. Gregory- was in charge of building
Others will be charged admission.
the services.
. Mrs. Miller died at the KeysSaturday Morning
Houston Clinic following an opera. 9:00—Business meeting. etc.
tion. She was a member of the
The officers of the F. D. E. A.
Baptist
Blood River Missionary
are: Tullus Chambers, president,
many
leaves
relatives.
and
church
Word has jilst been received Benton: H. L. Smith, vice-presiher
husband,
Surviving are
from the _chief of the medical staff dent, Paducah: K. ft. Patterson,
Mrs.
daughters.
Miller,
two
George
at Fort Knox that the Wm. Mason secretary-treasurer,
Mayfield: C.
Lois . Lassiter. Mrs. Fannie Woods Memorial Hospital has been chosen
H. Gentry, director of K. E. A.,
son
Euel
a
Miland
county.
of the
patients from the Paducah. The directors are: W.C_
to
care
for
the
ler. Paducah. She also leaves two five camps at Columbus, Clinton,
Jetton, Paducah; Woodfin Hutson.
sisters, Mrs. Jell Kirnbro, county, Benton, Cadiz, and Murray and
Paducah; Clyde Lassiter, Hickand Mrs Horace Wells, Mayfield; possibly other camps in the Paduman; and August Throgmartin,
and seven stepchildren, 45 step cah area. These camps are now
Marion,
grandchildren. and 65 step great
accommodating about 1,000 young
grandchildren.
men.
A letter from Fort Knox addressed to the Mason Hospital and
signed by Lee R. Dubai:. Lt.
Colonel, Medical Corps, Medical
MAYFIELD, Ky.. Nov. 23.—ApDistrict of proximately 400 Woodmen of the
Supervisor
Western
of
Edwarden
the
Logan,
Tom
Kentucky states that it is desired World were here tonight for the
dyville Penitentiary. addressed the to use the Mason Hospital for five meeting of the Jackson Purchase
College
Murray
State
students of
Companies,' a total of 1,000 CCC's Log Rollers' Association in the
and Murray High School in their in camps at Columbus, Clinton. Elks Home. Judge Lorenzo K.
mornMonday
chapels
respectiveBenton, Cadiz, Murray and poss- Wood. Hopkinsville, State direcing.
ibly other camps in our District tor_ of the emergency relief counMr. Logan declared that whiskey, No.- 2, Paducah Area. It is the cil. and E. C- 'Evans, Hopkinsville,
dope and sexual insanity are the desire of the government that hos- State'llninager of the fraternal
Influences which result in men pitalization be furnished to all organization. were speakers, their
and women being sent to the. pen. CCC patients requiring medical addresses dealing with activities
The program was sponsored by the care and surgery, where it is not of the membership. E. B. WhiteLyon county club. "You can con- advisable car expedient to transhead. Benton. presided at the
or they can
-trol these influences,
port them to the Veteran Facility business session, and the Benton
control you; if they control you, at Atwood. Ky.
.
drill team, captained by John
Logan
they will ruin you. Mr
It is pointed out that among Rayburn, featured in the initiation
declared.
"camps ceremonies.
While here the warden was the 1,000 men in five or more
Officials of the W. 0. W. prethere are constantly arising emergtiest a E. J. Beale. member of
gentiii-- requiring skilled hospital siding during initiation were Mr.
charities
and
of
board
the state
care and many of these cannot be Whitehead. Max B. Hurt, Murray.
corrections.
taken to Atwood, that, it is neces- advisory lieutenant; C. R. Clark,
7
sary to choose a hospital in this Hopkinsville„,past consul; J. Ernest
your
Christmas
buy
just
Don't
Mayfield. banker; John
Re- area where these cases can be Jones,
Seals and then not use them.
of the seals taken immediately. Members of Rayburn, Benton, escort; L. C.
use
your
that
member
Hendon,, Murray. postrean; W. L.
eke-W.4mq,jeyor , and endorse the the medical staff of. the campus
,barber-.
-es`
.31eseerled 4bits- 131`0301- listolt• C
important work of tukwisrrlint '
'
prevention_ Remember that these for some time and the above deChildren are very madly infectletters, cision is a result of careful study.
colorful stickers._ on your
ed with tuberculosis. Christmas
and psekages_eadvertise this imAre you melting all your let- Seals help to prevent tubercuportant work and help gain more
losis among them by discovering
widesspread public support for ters with Chrletmas- -Seals pasted
the sources of infection.
on the back?
it..

IF •

NOTED AUTHOR TO
SPEAK AT F. E A.

MRS. GEO. MILLER
FUNERAL MONDAY

a-

Mason, Hospital
Nanitd for 5 Camps

Log Rollers Meet
in Mayfield Friday

Warden Tom Logan
Speaks to Students

This E ition Went
to Press Tuesday
In order to obtain- distribution before Thanksgiving and to
give the Staff a Turkey Day
holiday this edition of The
Ledger & Times went to press
Tuesday night.
Consequently, if any items
mailed in Wednesday Or any
occurences later than Tuesday
fail to appear in the paper you
will know the reason why.
The plant is open for business
Wednesday and will be again
Friday.

Get ready for the big party, all I loaned to the Legion for this ocyou eree-r.vice men! Next Thurs- casion through the courtesy an*
day night, December 6, Murray kindness of Chas. P. Moore and
Post No. 73 is going to throw a Otry Paschall, owners of the Cryswhopper.
And all are invited. tal Laundry. A pleasant surprise
Every man who wore the uniform is being planned for all present.
of his country between April 6,
Preparations' are being made
1917 and Nov. 11, 1918, whether Or for about 200 men and included
not he is a member of the Ameri- among those to be present are W.
can Legion or has ever been a B. Kennedy, Gilbertsville, district
member. In fact, veterans who commander of the Legion, and A.
are not members of the Legion L. Scott, prominent Legionnaire of
have a special invitation.
Paducah.
A big fish supper will be served
Charlie B. Grdgan and George
in the building just west of the Williams are in charge • of arMurray Wholesale Grocery Co. rangements for the big occasion.
and across the street from the
Remember,
every
ex-service
new
Postoffice. This
building, man, regardless of Legion mem- Groceries, Drygooda
Merchants,
which was formerly occunied by bership, is not only cordially inOthers to Close All Day
the Crystal Laundry, is being vited but expected.
for Holiday.

Grove High To Be in Top Form for
Murray Tigers at Paris Turkey Day
All aboard' for Paris Turkey
Day. The Murray High Tigers
hope to cap the climax of a
mighty good season with a victory over their traditional rivals,
Grove High School, on Barton
Field at Paris Thursday afternoon
at two o'clock.
Coach Holland and nis boys
have not been sleeping the past
ten days, following their 7 to 0
victory over the Butler Tigers of
Princeton, and have been working strenuously in anticipation of
a 'tight tussle with the Tennesseans.
Dispatches from Paris state that
several members of the Grove
team who have been suffering
from injuries have recovered and
that Paris will present a solid
front to repel Die invasion -ef--our

gallant band of football-loving
youngsters.
Tickets are on sale at all the
local drug stores and Murray fans
are asked to buy their ducats at
home as the high school gets a
percentage on all tickets sold in
Murray. Murray will get not part
of paeleboards bought in Paris.
Murray must win this year to
prevent Paris from getting Permanent possession of the W. T.
Sledd & Co. trophy. Grove has
two of the necessary three wins to
get the cup and Coach Wilson and
all members of the Paris. team
are determined to gain a third
victory and bring the trophy to
Paris for keeps.
Several hundred fans are exdown for the
pected to drive
game.-

— •
Pastor's
RED CROSS DRIVE Murray
Tenth Anniversary
FALLS SHORT OF'33
Meeting To Be Held WednesdaP
Evening After Prayer Meeting
at First Methodist Church

The Red Cross Roll call has
fallen short, even of the Roll Call
drive of 1933, Mrs. B. Melugih
states after' a checkup shows that
or-di-1127.25 including doiiiitions
has been turned in.
__Predictions were for • greater
drive than in 1933 since the organization was more complete. To
date only one oif the clubs, the
RoTary, has gone ime hundred per
cent in membership. The drive
was planned through the organization of clubs.
A meeting will be held Wednesday evening at the First Methodist church after the regular
prayer meeting hour. All workers are urged to
be present for
this meeting and be ready to
make reports. Those who have
memberships are asked to turn in
reports at this meeting or before.
An effort was made to organize
the schools and secure memberships from and through the teachers. This has failed to bring in
any memberships to date, Mrs.
Melugin states.
Murray State
College faculty has not been
thoroughly worked yet but definite
arrangements have been made to
complete the drive there.

H. E. Wall, Jr., to Sell
on Growers Loose Floor
H. E.Wall, 'Jr. returned the first
of this week
from Henderson,
North Carolina. .where he spent
several weeks selling on the Henderson Loose Leaf Market. Mr.
Wall will- be the auctioneer at the
Growers Loose Floor this season
Purdom Outland will do the selling on the remaining Murray
floors this year.
Mr. Wall reports the growers in
North Carolina as being extremely
gratified at the prlees brought by
their leaf this year. He said that
they were giving chief credit for
the improved price situation to J.
B. Hutson. chief of the tobacco
section of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, and a native of Calloway county.

Thanksgiving Service
Thursday, 9:00 A. M.
The annual union Thanksgiving
Day service will be held Thursday mofning at 9:00 o'clock in the
First Methodiet,Church. The Rev.
Ernest B. Motley, pastor of the
First Christian Chimeh„.will preach
the sermon.. Some feel that the
9:00 o'clock hour Will be more
satisfactory. Everybody cordially
invited.
Seale
Christmas
health irisurence.

are

Sunday, December 2, will be
the tenth anniversary of the Rev.
B.' Motley's present pastorate with the First Christian
Church of Murray.
During the ten years he has
preached 863 sermons in Murray
and 369 sermons elsewhere. He
has preached 115 funerals and assisted in as many more. He has
Made 37 Rotary talks, 39 high
school talks, and addressed Murray State College chapel 28 times
He has made 206 other special addresses and talks in - convention
and other meetings. He has preached 18 high school baccalaureate
sermons, five Thanksgiving Day
sermons and two Easter Sunrise
service sermons. He has made
7,993 pastoral, visits. He has performed 49 wedding ceremonies.
There have been 203 additions to
the First Christian Churelesif Murray and he has had 171 additions
In meetings held in Kentucky,
Tennessee and Virginia
Bro. Motley has preached the
vesper sermons
in four Young
People's Conferences in Kentucky
and Ohio. He has served as president of the Murray Rotary Club
and attended the convention of
Rotary International in
Dallas.
Texas, in 1929. He served
18
months as chairman of Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross. chairman of the Calloway County Relief Committee of
the R. F. C., and member of the
Boy Scout Council and Murray
District Committee of Boy Scouts
of America. He has served as
president of the Purchase District
Convention of Christian churches
and as a member -of the State
Board of the Kentucky Christian
Missionary Society and is new a
member of the State Board of the
Kentucky Christian Bible School
Association,

District Legion
Commander Visits
W. B. Kennedy, Gilbertsville.
distriet commander of the American Legioict4was a brief visitor in
Mr.
Murray Friday afternoon.
Kennedy said he was well pleased
with the progress thus far of the
membership drive of the Murray
Post.
He said that he wou:d be present
at the big festivities to be put on
here next Thursday night. December 6. by the Murray Post.
The district convention of the
Legion will be held in Murray
after the first of the year.

Among all young women who
die between the ages of 15 and
30, one out of four dies of tuberculosis—a human sacrifice to ignorance and indifference. Money
paid for Christmas Seals helps
penny -spread the -knowledge that_ will
save these lives.

veL Ileaand Stewart C4 ties.
cn a year elsewhere lie
''''''' the State of Rentnelry.
a year to any addives•
29
Ir'"*"`'' other than above.

$1.

nn
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40000 SIGNERS SOUGHT FOR
PETITION FOR AURORA DAlk:
Capitol Theatre
Committees in County
Plans Annual Free Presenting Plea BeShow, for Kiddies
fore Citizens

Plans are already. under way by
the Capitol Theatre, Murray, for
its annual free Christmas Show
for the needy Xhildren of Murray and Calloway county.
For the past several years it
has been the,eustom of the Capipresent
this show on
tol to
Christmas Eve morning, December
24. and this year will be no exception, Manager Clifton Morris
said.
In the past, many persons have
contributed toys, fruits and candy
to be given the children at this
time and this year The Ledger
& Times will receive such gifts
and see that they are presented at
Thanksgiving will be a holiday this time.
in Murray, according to. indications with the agreement to close
various
among
their' business
Groceries
merchants.
grope of
and drygoods merchants will close
all day as will many other type
of firms while others will remain
..
open only a short time.
Court Activity Slow After OpenMany will journey to Paris to
ing Days of Quick-Acting
School
High
Murray
back the
Justice
with
clash
annual
Tigers in their
Grove
of
boys
the Chill Tonic
Hearings have moved slowly in
High School. The'Parisians stand
Calloway Circuit court since last
the
wfth two ertns arid will take
Wednesday-after one of the busiest
W. T. Sledd .& Co. trophy into sessions in several for the opening
their possession permanently if
days in which 10 were sentenced
they win tomorrow. Every true to 36 years in the penitentiary
Murrayan is 'urged to be at tfte
and
many
other
cases
were
game and back Coach Holland's
handled.
Tigers and to buy their tickets
The entire day Monday was
before going.
given to the, hearing of the Eva
trips
special
planned
have
Others
McDaniel case against Elmyra
over the holiday to visit relatives
Thornton asking $20,000 damages
sections.
adjoining
and scenes in
as the result of egall and injuries
A few. will be in attendance at the sustained at the rear of the J. S.
an
Mayfield-Paducah grid clash,
Duvall drugstore, Miss Merieniet
annual-feature .of West 'Kentucky. was asking $20.000 in the suit The
Murray churches. i.re having case was decided in favor of the
service's. - defendent by peremtory instrucThanksgiving
special
The Methodist and First Christian tions.
churches are having a union serDumas Outland was brought
vice at the First Methodist church
before the court Tuesday mornwith the Rev. Ernest B. Motley
ing and an answer was expected
conducting the" services. Services
in his plea for a new hearing on
The
First
9 o'clock.
Will begin at
..•
a murder charge. Outland was
special
Baptist church will have
given 15 years for the killing of
services at 6 o'clock.
Chapel Cain, December last year.
Affidavits and resolutions have
heen filed' for renew hearing.

THANKSGIVING TO
BE OBSERVED HERE

s year to Gateway,

I ry

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY %MAR
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ASKQUICK ACTION

Expecting to secure 40,000 signatures, the Lower Tennessee Valley
Association is circulating a petition in West Kentucky and West
Tennessee asking that work be
started at once on the Aurora
project on the -:<Tennessee
Dam
River. Committees In Calloway
county are urging that every citizen sign these petitions, which are
placed in numerous stores and
business -places in Murray.
The Lower Tennessee Valley Association at its recent meeting in
Mayfield voted to draw up the petition which will be signed by interested persons and presented to
the U. S. Senators, Congressmen,
and to President Roosevelt in the
near future.
The petition 'calls attention to
the endorsement of the New Deal,
to the inclusion of the Aurora Pam
in -the TVA setup, and to the
need for employment and relief in
this section of the Tennessee Valley,. It asserts that "this section
of the valley has so far not received any of the direct benefits
of this great economic proposal",
and declares. that President Roosevelt, after his recent trip of inspection, has indicated that he
intends to carry out and "develop
further his original plans in the
area".
The petition asks the senators
and congressmen to. "unqualifiedly
and unreservedly support his project by all reasonable and legitimate means at their command, so
that this section may no longer be
neglected and many enjoy its just
share of the TVA undertaking".
The petition in full follows:
PETITION FOR THE AURORA
DAM
WHEREAS: President Roosevelt's
Development
Valley
Tennessee
project, authorized by Congress,
has been overwhelmingly 'endorsed
by , Abe citizenry of the entire
United States, and
WHEREAS: The Lower Tennessee Valley project, known as the
Aurora Dam, has been included
in the proposed plans and setup of
.-the --TVIsr Sr 2--hecestary part of
its integrated program, and
Murray Post -No. -93 of' the
WHEREAS: This seetten or the
American
Legion now
has 90 valley has so far NOT received
members and is second in the any of the direct benefits of this
First District it is announced by great economic proposal. and
Chas. W. Denham, Chairman of the
WHEREAS: The _need for ensmembership committee.
pioyment and relief is daily be• The three new members this coming more acute in this section,
week are T. 0. Baucum, R. A. and
Shell and James E. Utterback.
WHEREAS: The President has
Paducah is leading the district recently indicated, after inspecting
with 210 members; Murray second the work of the TVA, that he inwith 90. Mayfield third with 70 tends to carry out and develop
and Gilbertsville 4th with 48.
further his original plans in the
Murray Post continues her de- valley area.
termined drive. Chairman DenBE IT RESOLVED: That we, as
ham and Adjutant W. B. Milstead citizens of West Kentucky and
have mailed 200'letters to veter- West Tennessee respectfully and
ans who have not yet joined for earnestly petition those in author1935 soliciting their membership. , ity to take such steps as are necessary to start work at once on
J. H. Churchill Picks
the Aurora Dam project: and
Berries for Thanksgiving BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That we ask our U. S. Senators
For the second consecutive year, and Representatives in Congress
J. H. Churchill, Murray, will have to continue their efforts and to
strawberries for Thanksgiving., din- unqualifiedly
unreservedly
and
ner,
Tuesday
afternoon,
Mr. support this project by all reasChurchill picked several nice ones onable and legitimate means at
in his garden and breught a few their command so that this secto The Ledger & Times office.
tion may no longer be neglected
Last year. Mr. Churchill had and may enjoy its just share of
berries on the vine until they froze the vast TVA undertaking.
off in late November.

CIRCUIT COURT
MOVES SLOWLY

FORMER STUDENTS
afy 11io
ostt
Lirtric
l‘li
s
urro
ee
MEET
STONO
T
OF
E
Graduates and Teachers of the
School in Past Plan Reunion
at F. D. K A. Meet.
Former students and teachers of
Stone school, southeast of Murray, will meet during the F. D.
E. A. session here to form an organization to plan for the reunion
which will be held in June or
July. Many of the county's outstanding citizens have been _students of Stone and many have
served- as :teachers.
The plan for the reunion has
been in the making for sometime
with Dr Ernest Canon, Bowling
Green faculty, and L. C. Winchester, superintendent of Breckinridge county schools leading in
Among
work.
the preparatory
the prominent graduates who will
be invited to the reunion is J. B.
Hutson, tobacco executive head of
the U. S. department of agriculture.

College Gets Grant
To Finish Stadium
A grant for ..the completion of
stadium,
College
Murray
the
northeast of the campus. was re-_
reived on November :14, by R E.
Broach, business manager of the
college, according to an announcement issued by the college authorities recently:
ahe allotment large enough to
Cover all expenses of completing
the stadium which was begun last
year as a CWA project, was issued
by the relief department, according to E. A. Marye, associate engineer of the FERA. Work will
be started at once to build a section of seats on the east side
which will seat 2,500, according
to the original plans of the structure.

STORES TO CLOSE
FOR THANKSGIVING

Practically all of Murray's stores,
with the possible exception of the,
drug stores, will be closed Thursday in observance of Thanksgiving
Both banks- will also be closed
and there will be no delivery of
mail in the city.
Special .services at the church
are announced in this edition. A
novation this year is that a joint
service will be held-74.111e Methodist and Christian churches at 9
o'clock Thursday morning and will
be over by 10 o'clock.
fans will drive
Hundreds of
FRANKFORT. Ky.. „Nov. 23.— down to Paris in the afternoon to
There is no law to forbid Murray see the Tigers play Grove in the
State Teachers College from buy- annual game.
ing a school bus fox' the transporHow much do you pay for your
tation of children to the aollege's
Why not in-.
training school. William R. Attkis- Christmas Seals'
son, assistant Attorney General, crease your contribution to your
today advised State Auditor J. Local tuberculosis association? The
money wilt bee relettrra:t.1e.-Agrii:
Dan Talbott
within the next few years through
An outbreak of blackleg among savings in taxes and in community
cattle in Powell county has been wealth.
Christmas Seals trt little, but
checked by vaccinating all cattle
started. they do much.
In the community Where it-

Murray College
Bus 0. K., Is View

Enr.

-

Gun Snatcher IS
Arrested Monday
Bob Coleman, Paris. Tenn., was
arrested Monday by Deputy Sheriff
J. I. Fox after he had snatched a
gun from a 'Fourth Monday trader
another.
Coleman
and
stolen
asked to see a double barrel shotgun that belonged to Aubrey Glisson, Graves county, and ran after
he got posfiession of it. The other
gun, a deuble barrel, was taken
from the car belonging to the
visiting traders. Coleman was apprehended on South Fourth street
as he was leaving for -Tennessee.
He was, placed id jail to await, a
hearing.

Negroes Held on
Robbery Charge
Herman Brigham and Nella Patten were arrested Monday and
placed in jail on a charge of
nabbing Zelna Valentine, Southwest of Murray, of $40 last Sat::,be necrosis e-totic•
the .money off-Valentiee at their
Transfer
home. near' Willard's
Co. The purse and $10 belonging
to Valentine
were taken from
Brtgharn officers stated. '
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SCHOOLS TO HAVE th...""*.
SCHOLASTIC MEET

birth is earlier
December 7 1918, are .not

Legion Membership Sinking Spring Adult
se.1901 Gives PrograsA Celebrities Attend
Is Falling Behind
Big Football Game

One person can ernee. only -one
event other than glee club_
Despite the fact that 7 nternbees were added the past week,
Each school may enter one .in
and that the_post got off to a flyWisirksey to Be Host to -County the- boys" -declamation, and one
ant start, last week's work was
Schools Des ember 7, Many
in girls' declamation.
,
away Post
il
not sufficient to keep *
.1E1 ents Planned.
Each glee dab must have air
o. 73 isp with its Wine in, the
many as 12 and not more than 20
membership campaign.
Kirksey High sebool will Nit host' members.
The 7 new members for 1935
to the Calloway county scRolastic
-The glee club may be a mixed
brings
the
membership to 87,
event which will be held there
which is still 3 short of the quota
Calloway schools group of girls and boys with unDecember 7.
of 90 set for the week ending
have
had interesting scholastic changed voices; it may be a group
I November. Last week the post
events annually ter ,years and of all girls; it may be a group of
all•dsoys with unchanged'voices.
got 22 membernsand this week only
usually in preparation for the state
7.
.,
and district tournaments. Schools 'Each glee club must sing four
The seven new ones are Tom
of the county have„ beta working song* as follows: "Joy to the
McElrath, R. M. Bagentase,
two - Stanzas);
for several weeks in preparation World" (First
Turnbo*, Herman L Broach, Car"Susy, Little Susy- ,(Mutt be sung
Mr entering
men Graham, W. R. Grarom and E.
The general rules and regula- in- two parts—soprano and alto);
S. Diuguid, Jr.'
-Cradle Song." by Brahms. One
eons are:
The Drum &_ Bugie Corps will
nParticapatign in the rural school song of your own selection (not
meet tonight -at 7 onleek at the
- exceed three ITTIIInteS4-.
•
tournament shall b
limited to
court house for regular practice.
the
fifth, sixth, seventh, and
List of events are:
Last week end the corns went on
Eighth grades
EDDIE QL'ILLAN Ia sei troll.
Reading. spelling, English, aritha camp on Tennessee River and
A contestent "must have been in
metic, hygiene, government, his- "GRIDIRON FLASK" showing to- missed its usual practice. Attendattendance at least 20 .days of the
tory. geography, all round schol- day sad Friday at the CAPITOL ance and interest in the corps
present school year. and he must
arship, declamation (boys and MEATIER
have increased considerably within
be under 16 years of age. Pupils
girls), glee club.
the past few weeks.

t
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YOUR
Remaining Yearsand Your Income
Why Not Increase
Both?

W. 0. W. To Have
Mayfield Meeting

INSURANCE men know that the
folks who live the longest are
those- who are assured -a fixed income for life_
:
. Why not add to your likelihood
ad a long life by putting your
ranney into a monthly income to
4 paid you by the Metropolitan
The
Late Insurance Company?
Metropolitan invests for its clients
nearly two million dollars a day.
U is the leading financial institu•
•
Oen of the world.
This Plan :Increases your income
because the Metropolitan will pay
not only the interest On your
money. but some otnyeur -prrn
every month. And it will pay
the same amount !every month
as keg .as you live
• The plan Will be explained to
you. without obligation. by
J. R. SHELTON
'Phone 345
Murray,
Ky.
Representing
•
I

METROPOLITAN LIFE
INSLIRANCT. COMPANY

Recognition
Recognized as leaders
by the highest type of ser=
vice rendered and the ale
of the finest equipment.

J. H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Telephone 7

DINNERS
-DANCES
DRIVES

Thp W. 0. W. laag Rollers Association of the Jackson Purchase
Friday
will Meet • at Mayfield
night. November 23. 'Crit. the Elk's
Home, Mayfield. An interesting
program has been arranged which
includes several Murrayans. Many
from Murray plan to attend.
The program:
Opening—Music by W 0. W.
String Band, 7:15 to 7:45.
Pep Songs—Led by Max B. Hurt,
Murray; Mrs. Hazel lianzenberger,
pianist Mayfield; Mrs_ Sam Lewis,
violinist, Mayfield_
Meeting Called to Order—President K B. Whitehead, Benton.
Welcome Address--W. H. Crowdes Jr., Mayfield_
RayWaylon
-Bespassea-Hon.
burn. Murray_
Recognition of Visitors.
Awarding of prize to person
present for the longest continuous
membership in the craft.
Vocal Trio—Misses Grace and
Jeanette Byron and Mary Agnes
Emerson. '
Address—Congressman
W.
V.
Gregory, Ma yfield.
:Addieis—J udge
Lorenzo
K.
Wood. Hopkinsville.
. Business -Tirmitax
• Camp opened for Initiation—
Crack Benda& Drill Team, headed
y Captain
John
Rayburn. a
speecial feature of initiation ceremonies. Large class of candidates
to receive protection degree.
Award of W. 0_ W. gold plated
badge, to man who holds lucky
number drawn afentrance.
Closing ceremonies.
Officers who will preside during initiation ceremonies: Enna:a
Whtbehead. Benton. consul commander; Max B. Hurt. Murray.
advisory lieutenant; C. R. Clark.
Hopkinsville
past consul; J.
Ernest Jones, Mayfield. banker;
John Faykott-n Banton,- --escort. 4C...Hendon. Murray. postman: W.
L. Hooper, Cadiz, barber.

1,. ,

Murray Babies
Receive Awards

Officers Take 7 •
To EcIdyville Sat.

L i et.e.t-o k

I

1SPECIAL SERVICES NUL,
BE HELD AT SEGAK.CIZIK
There will be Thanksgiving services at Sugar Creek Baptist
Church on Thanksgiving Day beginning at 10 A. M. and continuing
through
the, afternoon
Good
preaching, good fellowship and a
good time. Come.
J. IL Thurman, Pastor

MBE

ra
1 2
4 5 8 7 a 9.10
1111213

, =2.0 zit
25 25,7.7

The next regular meeting night
THANKSGIVING SERVICES
TO RE HELD AT COLDWATER of the post will be Thursday evening, December 6.
On Thursday, November 29. we
are planning to have an all day
service at Coldwater Church of
Christ.
We will have two services. 11:00
Four Murray babies were among
A M. and 2.:00 P. M. We cannot
anrionrice at this time,.just who the winners in the Sears and Roewill preached at 11:00 o'clock. Bro. buck "A Century of Progress"
Thomas Pate of Birmingham, Ala., National Baby Contest as recently
will preach at 200 P. M. Bros announced. Murray entrants were
Pate is a very fluent speaker, and among 23 for this district to rewe feel sure that he will de- ceive awards. They are: Sara Lee
liver a splendid message at this Sammons, West Main; Letripia - Cox
Outland: Bobby Joe Carson. and
time.
The good ladies of Coldwater are Jimmie Lee Orr, North Tenth St.
Lillt Miss June Hart. 2 years of
planning to spread dinner on the
church ground. Come bring lunch age. was one of the winners in the
and your friends; let us spend Sears and Roebuck National beauty contest at World's Fair. receivThanksgiving day together.
A cordial invitation is extend- ing a beautiful eel() inch 'hand
painsnd enlargement of the piced to all.
ture sent in last July. Miss Julie
is the only child of Mr. and Mts.
Bernard T. Hart of Paris. Tents.
Mrs. Hart was formerly Miss Ruth
Foster of. this city. The picture
was in a beautiful swinging frame.
Seven were taken to Eddyville
Johnie Richard Orr, son of Mr
Saturday by Calloway officers to
and Mrs. Hafford Orr, recently rebegin sentences totaling 17 years
ceived an award in the Sears and
given, in last week's trials of CalRoebuck National Baby Contest.
loway county circuit court. Sheriff
The child was 19 months tad when
Carl Kingins, Calvin Stubblefield:
the entry was made in June.
C. in, Drinkard, and Linville Yates
transported the seven.
The seven' gding were: Jewell
Williams. Tom Skinner. Negroes.
2 years each. housebreaking: Paul
Hill. 2 years, stealing a mule:' 'LOUISVIL1:1,
Nov.'21-n
Woodrow Long, housebreaking, 2 AIJ. S. D. Aann--attren—
reniinti Comyears; Fred Brown, 5 years. as- mercial 300: government 300; Supsault with intent to rob: Coy Crass, ply light: quality plain, mettet
2 years, housebreaking; Wayland slow; about steady; most connhen
Bazzell. 2 years. housebreaking.
to medium steers and heifers g3,,35
0-4,50; cutter grades $3.00
to around $2.50; very little incahded of value to sell above $5.00;
latter for some 905 pound steam
strictly good kinds quotable arittgail
Reserve officers of Calloway $6.00; bulk beef cows $2.250i.00:
county. including therse stationed low cutters and cutters $100fi 100;
at the C. C. C. camp, plan to have most sausage
bulls
$2.255i 175:
a group school during this winter. stockers slow, about seedy
Plans were made at a ineetiagnat _ Calves: ersrirnercial 200; ma/ke(
the _camp Tuesday morning- at steady; bulk better yealers
which
Major W. .C, Simmons, n5.00, strictly choice $5.50. mediCavalrY, executive officer of the um and lower grades $4.00 down.
Leulsville Military district, preHogs: receipts 700; market steady;
sided.
top and bulk 200 to 300 lbs. $5.55;
An officer from the Louisville 180 to 195 lbs. $5.15; 305 lbs. up
headquarters will attend the first $5.10; 160 to 175-lbs. $4.55. 140 to
meetfng to be held at the camp 155 lbs. $4.05; 100 to 135 lbs. $2.35:
during the week of December 10. sows $4.20
Officers present
Tuesday and
who will participate in the group
school were Capt. C. H. Skaggs,
Dexter; Capt. W. H. Martin, Jr., .
IF YOU ARE OVER 40.
189th Ky.; 1st Lt. 'R. E Smith,
If so. nature is warning you of
commander of "the C. C. C. camp; danger ahead. Get rid of your
1st. Lt.-, Allen D. Shipley; 1st. Lt. trouble early. Make this 25c test.
Blemkein Medical-Reserves 1st. Lt. Get Juniper oil, Buchu leaves, etc.,
P. W Ordway and 1st Lt. Joe T. in green tablets_ Ask for Bulacrs,
Lovett Several others have made the bladder laxative. Take 12 of
application for commissions in the them in four days; if not pleased
reserve.
Major .Simmons. Capt. go back and get your money.
Skaggs and Lt. Ordway formed a BUKETS Work on the bladder
board which conducted a practical similar to castor oil on the bowels.
test for Lt. Lovett for a certifi- Flushes out excess acids and other
cate of capacity for the grade of impurities which cause getting up
captain. "
nights, frequent desire, scanty
An officer from Louisville head- flow, burning, backache or leg
quarters will visit Murray monthly pains.
You are bound to feel
to supervise the school and the ontter after this flushing and you
local officers will meet month- get your regular sleep. Guaranteed
ly in between these visits.
by Dale. Stubblefield & Co.

FOOTBALL
GAMES

—
;7",elt

ON THANKSGIVING DAY

Reserve Officers
Plan Group School

.
Don't Get Up Nights

Holland Child
Funeral'Held
Funeral services for Bobbie Lee
Holland. 4-year-old daughter of
Mr and Mrs. John Holland Jr..
were held Saturday afternoon at
2 o'clock from the Scott's Grove
church. Burial.was in the church
cemetery.
The thild died at the home of
its grandpagents. Mr.. and Mrs.
Wright Cole, six miles North of
urray, Friday, afternoon after an
illness of diphtheria. The paren nestsdnarenta and other
lives
tives survive.

PITOL
—TODAY and FRIDAY—

Among .,hose attending from
Myers
Murray we: H. I. Sledd, Senator
T. 0. Turner, Mayor W. S. Swann,
H. B. Arnold. R. H. Thurman, Wilbert Outland. Representative WayIon Rayburn, Jake Dunn, Harry
Heath, T. Sledd, Fulton Farmer.
Preston Ordway, Raymond Hamlin, Wells Purdom, T. R. Jones,
Hugh Gingles, G. E. Williamson,
Devoe Reed. H. T. Waldrop, L. J.
Hortin, George Hart, W. ht Caudill. R. H. Hood, 0. K. Bennett,
Lucien Straw, Byron Blagg, E. J.
Beale, Judge Ira D Smith, T. 0.
Baucem, Joe Glasgow, Lowell Edmonds, Maynard Ragsdale, Sam
Killebrew. Wells- Overbey, J. A.
McCord-. -Mimicry Clark, K. Robertson, Bruce Holland.

JUDGE
DIES
• WAS 11
Y•e'll seals
seer d•rtiy
rsorna at this
n imams el she
hattbcti Nadi

The Lynn Grove high School
plans a gala event for Thanksgiving night, old time fiddlers
contest
Eight attractive classifications have been listed and prizes
offered. The conteet will begin
St 7:15 o'clock and a small admisIt Pays to Read the Clanailleda sion will be charged.

Mrs. Willette Tells How She
Lost 30 Pounds In 3 Months
No More Headache
No More Backache
No More Dizzy Spells
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Man an
Ha
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city Council Has Lynn Grove High
Short Session Fri.
Plans Gala Event
The Murray city council met for
a short session last Friday night
to attend to the regular busiaess
of allowing claims. In the absence
of Mayor W. S. Swann, F. H. Graham was acting mayor.

Newsp

News

Many, Attend Demo
Rally at Mayfield
Many from Murray were in attendance at the Democratic rally
held at Mayfield Monday night
The event was sponsored by the
Young Men's Democratic club of
Graves County and was judged
one of the most successful rally
ever held in the district. Visitbrs
from every county in the First
District were present and many
notables from various parts of the
state were present. Robert Webb,
representative from Graves coun•r
ty, presided.
The
speakers
were: Senator
Alben W. Barkley, Congressman
W. V. Gregory, Commissioner Tom
Rhea, Russellville and Rhodes K.

Any

—.SATURDAY—

OF HAPPINESS

II

The Bundling Hit with JOAN BENNETT
CHAU RUGGLES•MARY ROLAND

6

•

,

--7:---TUESDAY and W—EDNESDAY-----SHE'LL WIN YOUR HEART!
Never_sach a breath,
taking perfarmiunce
. . snob a winning
personality . . . as
the screen's newest
star now brings to
delight you!

to possess a healthy figure with
slender feminine curves—take half
a level teaspoonful of Kruschen
Salts in a glass of hot water first
thing every morning
Kruschen
is the safe, healthy way to reduce
—approved by physicians, jar
costs only a few cents and lasts 4
weeks at Dale, Stubblefield & Co
or any drugstore thruout the
world.

Mrs..Arthur Willette of Ferndale,
Mich.. writes: "Just started my 4th
Jar of Kruschen. First I want to
tell you I lost 30 lbs. in 3 months.
I weighed 184—now I weigh 154
and still want to lose 25 more lbs
I feel better than I have for 10
yrs. I used to have headaches.
backaches, dizzy spells, heartburn
but don't any more. I have 3
friends taking it and it's helping
them too."
If you want to get rid of ugly,
unhealthy fat which saps vitality,
Al' AU. DRUGGISTS
shortens life and makes you look
Ws the LITTLE DAILY DOSE this Doss it"
old•and unattractive—if you want
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WITH THE
NEW 1935
PHILO? RADIO!

Thanksgiving Dinner
Drink
Dessert

grandchildren.
---

*ils"

Speak!
ugh"

-Sind tinir garments to MODEL next week and
we'll return them promptly completely renewed
with new glow and shapeliness.

THE
BEST TURKEYS

The MODEL way is the most dependable, giving
you always,-prompt and courteous service.

prepared just like
you like them . . .
home style with all
the extras.-

NOTE...

Guaranteed reception of foreign stations as well
as your favorite American
programs — that's what you
get with these nee 1935
PHILCOS designed especially
for unwired homes.

50c

"!ERE THEY ARE TOGETHER AGAIN!
And with even mons thrills and
laughs...but then, you Gas always expect the illittsual from this
rave teens!

naw

ePts

IN BATTERY SETS FOR THE ahrdl

ALL SO REASONABLE!

r
)

Warden

Cranberry
Sauce

_

-

Doxology—Estilee Jones, Clover
Boyd, Evelyn H. names, Marguerite Swann.
Poem, "Farem John's Thanksgiving"—Martha Nell Stark. s
Thanksgiving Hymn—Quartet
The Thanksgiving Guest—Martha
Key. . •
- Duet. "Thanksgiving Dayn—Estilee Junes, Evelyn H. Barnes_
One Act Play, "Old Maids Convention". The cast included:
Maribbak Lonejoy, preaident of
the Old Maids Matrlmonal Club,
Marguerite Swann; Amirille Heywood, secretary, Clover
Boyd:
Priscilla Hope, treasurer. Evelyn
H. Barnes; Anxiety Doherty, Edna
McReynolds; Augustta Prim, BerBlossom,
tha
Warren; Faithful
Jessie Erwin; Fredora Bobkins,
Nannie Boyd; Rhoda Larkin, Wilma Hartsfield; Selina Baxter, BeaSmith,
trice
Myers; Susannah
Miranda Price,
Jemirna Wilson:
Ann
Agnes Stephens: Mary
Barnes, Rhoda Morris; Sarah Jane
Springster, Estilee Jones; Eliza
Hooker, Lucy
Outland; Esther
Armstrong;
Snyder. Maudie
Marion Perkins, Verdie Crouch;
Asenath Baker, Margie Warren;
Amanda Horn, Dottie Adams; Amy
Little. Nova Jackson; Sophia Potter, 011ie Riley; Professor Pinkerton, Stark Erwin.

The Murray-Western game was
attended by a large number of
well-known public men throughout the state. To rows of teats
immediately in front of the press
box were reaersed for Dr. and
Mrs. John W. Calk and their outof-town guests.
Included were; Dr. ann Mrs. H.
H. Cheery, Bowling Greens CornMissioner and Mrs. Thos. S. Rhea,
Runallville, Atty. and Mrs. John
A. Whitaker, Russellville, Hon.
Frederick A Wallis. Perin Ky.,
Mrs. Rainey T. Wells, Omaha,
Nebraska, Hon. Rhodes Meyers,
Bowling Green. Senator T. C.
Ferguson, Bowling Green, Representative hie-Masters, Marion, Representative Robert Webb, Representative Marlon McCarthy, Senator and Mrs. Ray Smith, Benton.

per TI

grandchildren.

and many other possible activities means the meet''ing of many people, and as usual you'll want to
look your best ... at the game, a family dinner, on
a cross country drive or at the danceThanksgiving
evening.

WE ARE EXPERTS at handling and renewing
your WINTER GARMENTS. Everything from Top
40- Coats and LADIES' HEAVY WRAPS to GLOVES,
SCARFS, TIES, SWEATERS, SUEDE JACKETS,
etc.
-

The Sinking Spring adult school,
under the direction of Marguerite
Swann, gave an interesting program Saturday evening', November
17. at the South Howard school
house. The program was as follows:
Opening Address—Clover Boyd.
The First Thanksgivine—Isabelle
Stephens.
Hundreth
Pa a nm—Marguerite
Swann.

Lawesi

We invite you to take your Thanksgiving Day
dinner at the Collegiate and have the day free for
a trip—football game and recreation. You'll like
our service.

-Collegiate Inn
TELEPHONE _412—

LATEST- FEATURES!

PHILCO has lig

New improvements Include 4-point
Tome Control, Antoine tie Volume
Control, Permanent Field Dynamic
Speaker, special PHILCO High-Mildewy Tubes and new ping-in combination oversize B and C Battery.
Available with Storage Battery or
new long-life Dry A Battery. Beautiful cabinets with hand-rubbed knish!
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"Kentucky's Most Progressipe Weekly Newspaper"

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,864, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

New Series No. 318

JUDGE W. W.BAKER
DIES HERE FRIDAY;
•• WAS ILLTWO YEARS

HONOR ROLL

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, November 29,
1934

F.D.E.A. OPENS AT MurrayPost Plans aBig
COLLEGE FRIDAY Partyfor
December 6th
FOR ANNUAL MEET

$

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLAWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEXK

This Edition Went
to Press Tuesday

Volume CII; No. 48

40,000 SIGNERS SOUGHT FOR
PETITION FOR
..AURORA D

In order to obtain distribuCorrespondents and local advertion before Thanksgiving and to
tisers who get copy in Monday:
give the staff a Turkey Day
Capitol Theatre
holiday this edition of The Capitol Theatre
Anderson Car Lot
Committees in County
Former Murray Bulinesi Boone Cleaners
Ledger & Times
1,000 Teachers and Visitors Get ready for the big party, all loaned to the Legion for this w- Weeder Mght. went to Press
Plans Annual Free
Man and City Judge Had
you ex-serrics men! Next Thur.- aist= through the
Murray Meat Market
Presenting Plea
courtesy and
Expected for Two Day
Calektiglasei413% if any items
day night, December 1,--.4turray, _thalami-of Chas.
Bank ot-IIRrnty
Host of Friends
Show
P.
for
Moore
Kiddies
and
Program
fore Citizens
mailed in Wednesday or any
Post No. 73 is going to throw a Ott7 Paschall,
Model Cleaners
owners of the Crysoccurences later than Tuesday
whopper.
And all are invited. tal Laundry. A pleasant
Wear Drug Co.
Plans
already
MANY •ATTEND RITES
are
under
way
surprise
by
fail to appear in the paper you
Every man who wore the uniform is being planned for
NOTED SPEAKERS ARE
Regal Dress Shoppe'
the Capitol Theatre, Murray, for
all present.
AT CHURCH SUNDAY Shroat
ASK QUICK ACTION
Bros.
SLATED FOR SESSION of his country between April 6, Preparations are being made will know the reason why.
its annual free Christmas Show
The
plant
is
open
for
business
1917
and
Nov. 11, 1918, whether or for about 200 men and
J. C. Barr
for
the
needy
children
included
of
MurJadge W. W. Baker, former city
Wednesday and will be again
Eagle
The First District Educational not he is a member of the Ameri- among those to be p•..sent are W.
ray and Callbway county.
"Expecting to secure 40,000 signajudge of Murray and local
Friday
can Legion or has ever been a B. Kennedy,
busiLazy Ned
Association
will
Friday
oPere
mornGilbertsville,
district
nese man, passed away last Friday
For the past several years it tures, the Lower Tennessee Valley
member. In fact, veterans who commander of the
Tilde
ing
Murray
at
State
College
the
in
Legion,
and A.
St Js home on West Main
has been the custom of the Capi- Association is circulating a petistreet, Elder Thomas Pate
auditorium of the college at 9 are not members of the Legion L. Scott, prominent Legionnaire of
foll wing a two years illness oftol to
present
this show on tion in West Kentucky and West
Churchill Funeral Home
o'clock with milsic by the Murray have a special invitation.
Paducah.
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ducted by Supt. J. 0. Lewis of hope to cap the climax of a
Tickets are on sale at all the open only a short time.
kept him away was one of the first cut of the
sales tax last week Fulton. -What Does Kentucky mighty good season with a victo the inclusion of the Aurora Dam
local drug stores and Murray fans
church's most diligent and faith- when Tremon Beale,
Many will journey to Paris to Court Activity Slow After Open- in the TVA setup, and to the
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Tigers and to buy their tickets
further his original plans in the
A. P. Ford. Paducah; Mrs G. G.
"I am very happy to be able to muted into service, Supt. W. H. seans
all members of, the Paris team before going.
The entire day Monday was area".
Walton and Miss Etna Baker, both send you this cheat at this time. Baldree; The challenge of creative
Dispatches from Paris state that are, determined to gain a third
Others have planned special trips given to- the hearing of the Eva
of Live Oak. Florida; Mr... C. N. because I know it will be of ma- partnership with community,.• Supt. several members of the Grove victory and bring the trophy
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tuberculosis
have
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been considering this matter Hooper, Cadiz, barber.
the sermon. , Some feel that the die between the ages of 15 and today advised State Auditor J. local tuberculosis
.rinitatant
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associatices? The west of Murray. of $40 last.
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9:00' o'elock hour will be more 30, one out of four dies of tuber- Dan Talbott.
pre-Aygole. a nvenrObee _Yuri- these • -seine..tira
OM-anew. /Iry
.
money
will
be returned tee you trrehry Were— -The negroes took.
Children are-very easily infect- satisfactory. Everybody cordially culosis—a human sacrifice to igcolorful stickers on your letters owlets is- a result''of careful study.
within
the
next few years through the money eff Valentine at their
ed with tuberculosis. Christmas Invited.
norance and indifference. Money
and packages advertise this 'imAn outbreak of blackleg among savings in taxes and in community home.
near Willard's
Transfer
paid ler Christmas Seals helps cattle in Powell county has been wealth.
portant - work and help gain more - Are you mailing all your let!' Seals help to prevent tubercuCo. The purse and $10 belonging
.
Seats
Wldeaspreact Public support -MT ten with Chrretmas Seats pasted losis among them by discovering. Chrtstrnas
lire
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the knowledge that will checked by vaccinliting all. cattle
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were taken . from
on the back?
the sources of infection.
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save these lives.
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in the community where it started. they do much.
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THANKSGIVING TO
BE OBSERVED HERE
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'Grove High To Be in Top Form for
Murray Tigers at Paris Turkey Day
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NOTED AUTHOR TO
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FORMER STUDENTS
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PAGE TWO

Stella Gossip
Last week I failed to mention
that Hardy Adams stringed band
Sot a prize ft Coldwater fiddlers
contest. Hamon got hanged for
being too hasty. See Esther 7:10.
That is me all over. Capi-pe.
About 408 people attended the
funeral of ' Mrs Rennie Ray at
Union Grovy November U I have
never seen a better Christian than
Mrs "Red" Ray.
John 0. Haneline has bought
the Ches Winsor farm, where
James .Stone aims to get his breath
next year. Carrie Richie bought
Tommie Waldrop's place, C,on Radford the Frank Radford place, just
South of Coldwater. original property of George Steno pioneer settler.
L. Z. Hurley
will preach at
Goshen Sunday at 10:45 A. M I
am truly glad that he and his
family do not have to move away.
I am so sorry that my good
friend. Hill Kirkland. got_ both
etielt -legs trellea at the tobacco
hark bet friday.
Coldwater school will "give a
play* at the school building Saturday night for benefit of the
school.
sin down on push-down, dragout football games_
Read of a
16 year old boy getting killed. If
oou ever see me at one,. please
ip im behind me and use the toe
of your boot!!
• Gad tobacco season last week.
'Now they are stripping and getting3eady for—what. I am not allived to say—Hold the phone!
Sellator Logan says he wants

•
WHAT
."65 YEARS OLD"
CAN DO

••••

the Aurora dam it it he had th
money in his "jeans" pocket,many its and ands and buts. That's
all I want to know,
Love is a charm, beauty is a blossom. Ill you want lb get your
finger bit, stick it to a possum.
•

Kirksey Kinklets
We sure had a nice tobacco
season last week and the farmers
made good use of it. Some finished stripping, while others got
half through.
Corn gathering is over and the
crop light in this neighborhood.
Not over half a crop made on account of the dry, hot weather.
rue.r B. Luther. of C4ukhkrilatia.lrl
Graves county, was at Kirksey last
week after a toed of George Marines' medicated salt. He bought
1500 lbs. for home use for his
stock.
Headly Swift transacted business
in Benton last Monday.
No sickness in this neighborhood to report_
The Rev. Davis new pastor of
the Kirksey circuit, filled his appointment at Mt Carmel last SunEveryone
day.
seemed to be
pleased with his splendid sermon.
Mrs. Mary Alexander
visited'
home folks one night last week.
She is staying with her daughter,
Mrs. Raymond Perry, near Flint
Rev. Sloan. Paris. Tenn., delivered a message on "The Second
Coming of Christ" to the audience
at Locust Grove Church last Siloday at 11 A_ M.
• .
Claude Lawrence built a nice
cow shed to one side of his
stables this fall and paioted his
residence also. ClaudeAa
fa
hustler on improving his
Jim Lawrence has in his possession an old time clock .lhat is
over'. 100 years old. It Was the
old clock handed down from his
gleridparentr heck in pioneer dayt
wadi Boyd of-renny lbas- a Utile flax spinning wheel run by a
foot 'tfeddle that "Uncle" Dave
Douglas made some 35 or perhaps
100 years ago.
It was his moth.:
er's wheel that she used to spin
flax many years ago. ' He also
has a little •chair that the same
man made that Wash played with
when he was two or three years
of age. and now be will be 82
years old next March.—"Lazy red"

IT 115 a man can buy a Metropolders life annuity contract for
less than /6.000 -and be guaranteed
an income -of 158- a--month for the
rest of his life.
If he invests $6000 elsewhere at
46 per cent, it will pay him $110
i month.
He can add to the.
znonthly income, of course, by
outing into his capital, but that
plan is unsafe, unless he knows
exactly how long he will live.
• Once he 'buys a Metropolitan
Onnuity, however, uncertainty is
sitiminated. He need not worry
aver the ups and downs of _ the
ie
-artet or the safety of stocks and
*met The Metropolitan, the leading boom-jai • institution of the
world sends him a check, every
Eizo Gupton received a very
month for the remainder of his
painful wound to his bead last
We. however long.
Annuities can be bought by men Friday when ,an ex handle broke
ca women at any age and without when he and his father, Lucian
upton., were working in some
medical examination.
May we
onlIe.6 The ax handle, breaking
leli yeu about them!
Ii
ih? hlade, struck young Mr.
J. B. SHELTON
Gupton on the head_ They were
'Phone 345
NIarta y.
Ky. near Lucian Hart's home when the
accident occurred and Mr. Hart
Representing
and son. Michael. assisted In rushETROPOI.ITAN LIFE
ing hunt to the Mason Hospital
INSIiRANCE COMPANY where his wife and mother were

S. Pleasaut Grove

-
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THANKSGIVING!

of"'its little one.. Early Sunday dance school Saturday night was
morning the grim
reaper took well attended and a nice suns refrom Mr. and Mrs. Oren Chrisnum, eeived.—"Tilde
their four year old son. Gerald
Gene. He'Nees kicked by a mille
Saturday and
as rushed to the
hospital, where he died Sunday
morning..
There will be a :Thanksgiving
The poet has said "Of all led
words of tongue or pen, the sad- program given here Tueedial night,
dest are these, it might have been." Nov. 27, by the fifth and sixth
Yes it might have been far more grades sponsored by Miss Swann_
The debating teams are progresstragic. He has left all the cares
of the world, that would doubtless ing nicely under the direction of
have come, for a home with God, Miss Folwell and Mr. Billingten.
There wog a speaking on cora
where happiness reigns eternal.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Wilson spent and cotton reduction here ThursSaturday night with Mr. and Mrs. day night, November 23.
On account of the program the
Jimmie Garrett, near Cherry.
Mr.'and Mrs W. W. Perry spent grades did not get in their news
Friday night with her parents. this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Wilson.
Honor Roll
Mr_ and __Mrs- Johnny. StubbleSadie Neale Dyer, Thomas Fenfield were in Murray, Friday. ton Carraway, Keith Ross.
shopping and getting some dental
To make the honor roll, pupils
work done.
are required to be present every
We
enjoyed
the "Macedonia day and make all "A's" and "B's".
A scene fret; -INTELYN PRENTICE." with WILLIAM POVELL and
News" last week. Come again.
The Faxon boys were defeated
MYRNA LOT, at the Capitol THURSDAY and FRIDAY.
Come erten.
by New Concord Friday night,
The pie supper at New Provi- Nov. 24, by the score, 34-22. The
soon at the bedside.
days visit with relatives and
John Clark. who underwent . an friends. "Uncle" Frank Paschall
operation at a Nashville hospital and grandson of Puryear, were
last week. WILS reported as doing also Saturday guests at 'this home.
fairly well.
Dr. Scrivener and Mr. Ed BramThe fine prayer meeting at the lett also of Lexington, accompahome of Mr. and Toy Brandon's nied Dr. Ellis,
was inspirational Mrs John Orr
Mr. and Mrs Dennis., Boyd and
of...Murray who with her husband son. Hazel Lee, visited their aunt,
were spending the night with Mr. Mrs. Reed King and family of
and Mrs. Toy Phillips, attended Mayfield last week.
the meeting with Mrs. Phillips.
The prayer meeting will be held'
next Friday night at the home of
My. and Mrs. Cooper Armstrong.
Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Ellis and son,
Chrissnan Child Dies
Clemet Reed, of Lexington, Ky..
adtved Sattirday afternoon at his • Again the community is sadGive your family and borne a 'real gift that you
brother's. Leidie Ellis, for several dened by the tragic death of one

Faxon High School I

THANKSGIVING
TIME

means that Christmas
time is "right with us'

Hazel Route 3

707thes
..
_171
ROYAL.- 110.0lt
"ilea azal•mas
a

..awest.;./".....x., az-*

• 4.

FEATURED AND SOLD

BY

a

"I *est but vaggito
tult,
m
my awns.04
were poor ma I IMP tootag asigit dc_ said
Um Lima M. /Wilms of
Ad iimmic-ka.riatIZ
Ky. "pt. heroes
idelkat
inc4.
°Tg
aier
raral
abort
my hoseadies
di,
mirk this
oak coryeurd my
sad I was
soca in dic telt at
Nee slat, ublula 50 as., Squid $lat Lit
sin,tstm ar liquid. $1.35. 'MN?* OM Pert.

NEW SHIPMENT OF DRESSES
Just Received for

Thanksgiving Festivities

TELEPHONE 107
East Side Square

_

a reliable yoi
ed, with FO
lion and m
who is willir
or evenings
JO as INST,
VICE expert
tion and Air
terview writ,
ent occupoto

404 N. We

otITMINIMINOImu

One lot of

$1.98
$2.98
BAGS ............
HOSE
. '
HANSEN GLOVES

Wonderful Values

A

in

FREE '
family
one yol

COATS
(Fur trimmed and
tailored
Colors: Brown, green,
wine, black.

necessa
dom..
TELEP

$1.00, $1.95 and $2.95
69e
$1.98, $2.49 and 10.98

wi

DAVIS
DRESS SHOPPE
MRS. SAM

r

ROBINSON, Manager

Murray, Ky.

•

home. They
Seven.— -Among the
olis, Ill, last
Dick and I,
Murray and
Kirksey, and

Utilitie,

They have the flattering
necklines that women
adore, and are rich
in color

NEW HATS
in countless styles

RILEY RADIO CO.

Calloway

WE WA

GREATLY
REDUCED

Plan Now for Christmas and to Give Your
Home and Family a Real Treat!

Mrs. H. E
Louis laid vi
purchases to
Dress Shop p
Mr. and Is
family, Detr

tlostVitaltineforce?

A Radio... A Refrigeraior

Will please the wife and mother as no other
gift. They are gifft that mean freedom fronftard
work and tiresome hours.

HOWARD D. HAPPY COMPANY
Mayfield, Kentucky

Proclaim good will and good
health to all by units a Christmas
Sear on every package and letter

FALL DRESSES

An Electric Range...Washing Machine

Educators recommend the Royal
Portable. Give your family one
this Christmas. Newer again may
you be able to buy at today's low
prices. Choose from 3 models.
All are easy to use ... handsome
s sturdy. Many exclusive features. Convenient monthly payments,if desired.

H. Walker, 1 0
Bucy, 8
F1X.011.11 second kora defeated
New Concord's second quintet.
104.

and the entire home and its friends and visitors can
enjoy.

Select now and start payments with a full month
before Christmas.

-

-—
-Faxon boys were asleep the first
half, scoring only 4 points to New
Concord's 15, But Faxon woke
up in the last half, Scoring 18
points to New Concord's 19 tallies
Young proved to be the best
player for New Concord, scoring
17 points out of 34.
Workman
guarded a good game for Faxon,
but Young was too hot for him.
Orel Walker was the high scorer
for Faxon, counting 11 points of
22 sinkers. Faxon is very sorry to
lose Orvel Walker at the end of
the first semester. He will probably start to Cottage in January.
The first team lineup:
Faxen (12)
Pos. Cencerd (114)
0. Walker, 11 F
Young 17
Bogard, 5
F
Blalock. 5
Ross. 4
C .Spoemaker,
Cl
Workman, 2
Thomas, 3

•

--e

Bilious Attacks

NOTICE!

Par billow
paUon. UsousandsofirnissIdIrrep
at take Thedflonrs
! because it is purely lirpilskle and
CHICKENS AND EGGS
hemp prompt, refnillikle nest
"I have used Black-Dragebt'=tics
Highest Market Price fclMr. T. L Audis,, Cl lesAdarisflie,
N.C.
era'Cl$on
11
WOOL
fry niantel now. note It for MBIf I4 not take it. the
—to—
Zil=ar boiEscb• clopftt pet me set
Is 1119 gine* ositsits
Se Sam ay Slat Iintow.''
BLACK-DRAUGRT
WEST HIGHWAY—Just '14{ est of
Pink Ilegetable Laxative
Murray. at West End Filling Station
wainalasu IMS TICS ITILICIP.

For Highest Market Prices
Bring Your

S. G. BOGGESS

POWER

id,"),,b4

inmsaior.

LIVE BETTER IN A MODERN
HOME THIS BAST WAY

Thanksgiving!

You have always wanted to live in a modern
home with an All-Electric Kitchen. Now,under
the provisions of the National Housing Act, you
can borrow the money through cooperating
local financial institutions, at low interest, to remodel your home, and to purchase the electric
appliances you need. Your electric company and
local merchants, together with the Federal Housing Administration, are making electrical modernization possible at today's low prices. Ask for
full inforination. You repay the loan in monthly
installments over a period of one to three years.
Now is the time to enjoy the amazing economy
and convenience ofan All-Electric Kitchen.Your
government has made it easy to have all the
necessary appliances at once and to pay for them
outofincome.See your electrical merchanttoday.

We pause to thank our many friends and patrons in Murray for„their _many courtesies and favors. -We am-thankful to you and hope that you
have a most pleasant and enjoyable Thanksgiving
day. We hope that you also have many things to
be thankful for—

ON
TURKEY
DAY

HOME MODERNIZATION LOANS
are atailable for the purchase of the fallowing
Electrical Equipment:

REMEMBER. . . we clean 4-erything but the
turkey and will clean that off your vest!
"We. are-rifiking every 'arringerrient, to give
prompt service during the most active rnonth% of
the year—Thanksgiving until Christmas . . . our
quality of work MUST MEET YOUR APPROVAL.
,
MINOR REPAIRS FREE OF-CHARGE

RANGES

WIRING

REFRIGERATORS
WATER HEATERS

LIGHTING FIXTURES
WATER SYSTEMS

DISHWASHERS

AIR-CONDITIONING

tlE%

Dc
FIRE

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION . . .
Itedik.feadfresh loner...a year round me..illiare de/lc/our meals oftenutiNg
tse*ty.
greater crew
y We marketing.

ASK. YOUR DEALER OR YOURi
ELECTRIC COMPANY FOR FULL
INFORMATION

ELECTRIC WATER HEATING
.
24305er service at low cost,. . au adequate supply at th.
need
rigb1 temperaturefor
every Itewsebold
.

ELECTRIC COOKING ...
fats, dews, evesemeical heat... axiomatically eartrelled by the saist deck ami
tbenwastat

Safe,
you car
winter.
water.
iator re

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Company
' Murray, Kentucky

BOO NE

--- 1--....--rceimariallarAli,
m- ....morn •

CLEANERS --- HATTERS — DYERS
PHONE 449

East

"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"

••11
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Will Moore Beale who has been for two years.. He has been workState Senator
Ray A. Smith, discharged from the Clinic-Hos- last Saturday to Howard Mcconnected with the Home Loan ing for the Heerst Newspaper Benton, was a business visitor in
pital the past week.
Neely, Hardin, and Alma Johnson,
Offices in Washington, D. C., is Syndicate during
the past two Murray last Thursday afternoon.
N. P. Hutson has purchased the Hardin. The bride is the daughmoving to the Memphis offiset. years at the Century of Progress
Jess
Willard, former
heavy- interest of Leo L. Hendricks in ter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscan-JohnMr. and Mrs. Beale will come to Exposition in Chicago.
weight boxing champion of the the Cottage Baking Co in the son while the bridegroom is the
Patients admitted to the Mason
Murray for the Thanksgiving Hu!Dewey Willis, Lynn Grove Route world, accompanied by Mrs. Wil- west end of town.
Hospital the past week:
sots
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boyd
Mc[days and Mrs. Beale will remain I, was brought to the Clinic-Hos- lard and their son, 14 years old,
eely.
W. V. Kirkland, Murray; Mrs.
Mr. arid Mrs. Luck Burt and
•. for a longer visit.
pital les treatment following a stopped in Murray Thursday for
Mrs. H. E. Jenkins was in St ton.
son, Miss Reba Miller and Frank
J. D. Jones, Murray Route 6, was Leland McDougal, Paducah; Marcar
wreck
Monday
afternoon.
X.
Louis last week where she made
luncheon
A daughter was born to Mr. and
enrotite South. Willard Rogers of the county went
Edwin Thurmond, son of Mr.
to operated on et the Clinic Monday tha Jane Blalock, Brandon; Mrs.
purchases for -Eei- shop, The Regal and Mrs. Lubie Thurmond was Mrs. Clint Sheckell the past week. ray examination revealed no seri- drdiedtted at a wrestling match in Wingo last
Sunday to attend of this week. -;
ous
Injuries.
•
Dress Shoppe.
Paducah last Wednesday night.
Ora Bodkin, Wickliffe; Miss Velma
operated On at the Clinic Hospital
Hot prices for cold days on
preaching by the Rev. W. 0. Parr.
Mrs. Manning
Lee Clark, former state repreStewart, New Saunders, Buchanan; Burman
Beauty Specials for the holiday
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Garret and Tuesday sif this week.
clothing and hats, just arrived.
Mrs.
Elwood
Gordon.
Benton,
sentative
from
Calloway
county, season: shampoo and finger wave.
York City, attended the annual Moulton, Guthrie; Mrs. Myrtle Fufamily. Denial., have returned to
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, First Upstairs In First Nat'l. Bank Bldg. 'is now business manager
of the 50 cents; haircut, 25 cents; finger was discharged from the Clinic- convention
Calloway county to make their Nat'l. Bank Bldg. TeL 192-W. if Shorty Arnold.
a
National trelle, Murray; Chesley Wilson,
inc
Hospital
Sunday.
She
if
reported
Murray
College
bookstore.
wave, ,35 cents. Mrs. Charley
home. They live on Slurred Route
Mrs. R. T. Wells, who has been
Woman's Party, two-day session,' Hazel; Elgo Gupton, Murray.
tierd iand_ Mrs. Earl Jackson, Jackas
doing
nicely.
I
Mimi Haze/ MaliPri*.gt,k
Hughes- Beauty Shop. Phase 141.
the
Patients dismissed from
as a delegate. Mrs. Stewart'is- a
son, Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs In llidirfay for a month's visit, has Murray College, was operated on
Mrs. R. R. Meloan is the guest member
Miss
Brooksie Nell
Wilcox,
Among the marriages in Metrop- Charley Hughes last week end.
returned to he home in Omaha,
of the National Woman's Mason Hospital the past week:
for appendicitis at the Clinie-Hos Hazel, Was discharged from the of her. sister, Miss dada, Thornton,
olis, ill.. last Week end were: Jesse
Party, Government Wurkers' CounMr. and Mrs. Edgar Hicks and Nebr.
Mrs. Leland McDougal, Paducah;
pital the past week.
in St. Louis this week.
Clinic-Hospital Saturday.
Die* and Verble Dyer. both of daughter, Dorothy Jane. arrived
cil, of New York. Col. Manning Martha Jane
Mrs. Whit Imes returned to her
Blalock. Brandon;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbert
Outland
We
will
reclean
Murray and
pan-eaught
Or
Kirkland, prominent
W. V.
and Mrs. Stewart reside in Bay Hassell Brown. Buchanan; Mrs.
Jessie C. Tucker, in the county to visit Mr. W. H. home at Almo Tuesday of this
and
daughter
have
returned
to
thresher
run
Lespedexa
seed.
Kirksey, and Miss Lena Peck, Ben- Houston
Elec- fames, :eke Innis northwest of
Ridge, Brooklyn, New York. Mrs. D. D. Dumas. Murray; Mrs. E. E.
and
other
relatives. week after a successful operation
Mr.
tric Driven Recelaner. Waters* lidurray, had both legs broken late Murray from Russellville.
Stewart is stetively interested in McDaniels, Camden.
While here they motored to other at the Clinic-Hospital.
Outland
will
be
connected
with
Bros.,
Murray, Ey.
the passage of the Equal High's
Miss Mettle Trousdale, who
aecompanied bye Mr. and
• . it last Thursday afternoon When a
WE WANT
SELECT cities.
After having played with the team ran away while hauling to- the A. G. Outland Tobacco Co.. Amendment, and the repeal of
Mrs.
Henry Roberts and
Tuberculosis Ts
gredtest
the
son, underwent a major operation at
again
this
season.
a reliable young man, now employ- Clyde. They visited Bun Houston Vanderbilt Hospital. .Nashville, in popular dance orctiestra of IUCh- bacco. Mr. Kirkland was up in
Section 213 of the Economy Act cause of death among children
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Steele
are
ard Cole's for the, past four a wagon when the team ran away
ed, with FORESKI.HT, fair educa- of Bertietsville, Okla.,
of 1933 which is discriminatory from 5 to 20 years of age, except
and Mr. October, has returned to Murray
tion and mechanical inclinations,
months. Conn Linn Humphreys and he wait threwn to the ground visiting relatives here for several against married " women in civil accidents.
Much of the money
who ii willing to train spare time -Roberts' son, ,Leon Roberts, of and is teaching.
days.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Steele
are service.
Mrs. Jim Cole has been ill at and Don Phillips, former Murray against a beam which broke both now located
r)r evinings in MURRAY to qual- Oklahoma City.'
raised hy Christmits Seallin Detroit
....College
students,
have
returned
legs
to
and
between
ankle.
knee
the
ify as INSTALLATION and SERher
home
r.11
West •Main.
Mrs. Mamie Ryan Dumas. who
Mr. sia Mrs. Arlie Byers,'Perth: rected to pretventive work with'
Miss Frances Suitor, Murray
VICE expert in. Electric Refrigera- Atlas Marie Wilkerson and Gillis enter college -here.. They have The fractures were compound and Route
;. daughter of Mr. and ington, are the parents of a girl children.
tion and Air Conditioning. For in- has been a patient at the Mason
played
in
rainy
cities
Mr.
of
Kirkland
the
suffered
great
pain
terview write, giving age and pres- Hospital for the past seen weeks Wilkerson of Corpus Christi. Tex., South
Mrs. Bdrie Suitor, was discharged born November 24.
and West during their en-- before
getting relief.
He was
and Edwin Wilkerson of Shrevewas moved home Saturday.
ent occupation.
Miss Marguerite Gatlin. gradfrom the Clinic-Hospital Sunday.
gagement
with
"
the
orchestra.
brought
Memorial
Meson
to
the
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Mrs. Ehas.
Graham, Murray port. La., ere at the bedside of
Mr. and Mrs. Jurd White and uate nurse of the staff at Mason
Arming
those
were
Shreveport,
Hospital
where
frectures
the
Utilities Engineering
Route I. underwent a major opera- their aunt, Mrs. J. E. Owen.
son, Paris, visited Mr. and Mrs. Hospital, left Sunday for a three
Chiropractor
La.,
and
Dallas.
Tex..,
where
were
they
set
Miss Orelle Sykes, Puryear. had
tion at the Clinic-Hospital the
Institute
weeks vacation at her home in
Bob Overcast. Hazel, underwent Walter Wilkinson last week.
at Home, 609 West Main
office
past week. She is reported as her tonsils removed at dhe Clinic- made their -longest stops. The orWaverly,
Ohio.
Hal Houston, student at Van404 N. Wells Si., Chicago, 1IL
chestra disbanded— after having a major operation at the ClinicHospital the past week.
doing nicely at the present.
_
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
debilt, visited Dr. and Mrs. E.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hopper, MurDr. Joe Acree, Paducah, has filled its contract at the Baker Hospital Monday night.
In Afternoon
B.
Houston
last
week-end.
ray
Route,
_
are
the
parents
of
a
Hotel
in
Dallas
where
it
has
Mrs.
been
J. W. Farley left the past
been in Murray daily visiting his
A
marriage
p.
m. to 6 p.
license
1
was
issued
boy
born
November
22.
playing
for
the
last
two
months.
week
for
Valparaiso. Indiana,
aunt, Mrs. J. E. Owen, who is
The lack of a permanent position where she wild reside.
very 'ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank White and
Clyde Farris, who has been in was given as the reason for dissun. Marion, will return Friday to
Detroit for 10 months at work, is banding.
Master Ben Crawford, son of their home in Highland Park,
at home on a tend days visit with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mr. and Mrs. Wade Crawford had Mich., after a two weeks visit
his tonsils removed at the Clinic- with. their relatives, *he ArmFarris.
strongs and Whites, near Lynn
'Joe Meador of Memphis and Hospital Tuesday.
Dr. R. M. Mason and. Lloyd All- Grove. Mr. White is an employe
John Meador of Jackson,- Tenn..
visited their uncle, J. R. Meador britten were in Chirago on busi- of the Chevrolet Motor Co.
ness Thursday and Friday.
Mrs. Leslie Farris. Mayfield, was
Sunday.
Mrs. W.. B. Clanton and children of Paris, Tenn.. are spending
Thanksgiving with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Meador.
These outstanding values at GUTHRIE'S will be
J. R. Meador is improving nicely
welcomed by the women of Calloway county who deafter being quite ill of pneumonia.
sire to keep abreast of Fashion's latest dictates—yet
Smart, one-thread hosiery at the
at prices that are extremely attractive.
popular price $1.35. Regal Dress
FREE THE HOUSEWIFE from drudgery of the
Shoppe.
family wash. That'll be a gift she'll appreciate and
There is"never any doubt of the authenticity Of the
Noah Pate. West Murray, underone you should want to give her.
"Heap on more wood; the wind is
went an operation at the Clinicmode when it comes from Guthrie's carefully made
chill;
Chilly daya-aud wash -days- mean illness from-- Hospital the past week.
selections.
But let _it whistle as it will,
Ray Stark, former student of
necessary exposure. Take this insurance and freeMurray State College, is planning
We'll keep our merry-- Christmed,,
dom • .. your laundry service now.
Now is the time to begin laying away Gifts for
to enter the profession of medi•
still."
Christmas. Guthrie's offers a wide and attractive se-.
cine by enrolling in Idouisiana
—Scott.
lection to discriminating gift-givers.
State University in the spring of
TELEPHONE 303
PROMPT SERVICE__ '35. Mr. Stark- was-- graduated
•
CLOSED THANKSGIVING ONLY
from the University of Kentucky
,
after being a student at Murray
Guthrie*
First
Floor

0CAL

•
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Hospital News
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HOLIDAY
GREETINGS

- AND THE HOLIDAY SEASON

THE MURRAY LAUNDRY

IN THE

THRIFT SHOP

.

Colorful.

DRESSES
$6.85

Artistic ... Exclusive

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Christmas cards that fairly radiate their exclusiveness. Sentiments which. express the true spirit
of the Christmas Season.

The motoring public of Calloway County has been
.
..
mighty good to us this year as well as in the years gone
by and we take this occasion to express the heartfelt

•

\

thanks of everybody in this organization to you for your
patronage-and loyalty.

All of this to be found in our SUPER SHOWING
of Christmas Cards now on display and awaiting
your inspection and selection. You will surely find
the cards you want in our extensive showing.

Just as we have endeavored to serve you faithfully in
the past we pledge our earnest desire to make our service even more 'gratifying to you in the future.

and biped your car TODAY. You'll find our service more
Ow** and thjireugh. Low Plias. Stop in today. . . .

30 to 34%
Stronger Plates

'firestone

And Dozens and Dozens o

NEW HATS

Prescriptions always compounded of the purest
drags and with
most painstaking
cleanliness and accuracy. Two pharmacists on duty
at all times.

DON'T get (sued by a sudden cold snap. Let us service
MEW

ct Feature Low Prices

.$1 and $1.50

At Your Service

chic and smart as can be . . .
and the collection is very complete.

Just as

"Thrift Millinery," First Floor

HEATERS

$575

6

s

Installation
Charges
Extra

Sumner confect on the coldest winter
day. See this new heater now. See how
ism& greater COMfort it means for you.

.Safe, sure protection. One fill and
you can forget about your radiator all
winter. Less tendency to leak than
water. NO RUST. No costly radiator repairs.

- Equip your car with new Firestone,
non-skid tires before the roads and
streets get slippery and -dangerous.
Generous trade-in allowance. "Most
Miles Per Dollar" when you equip
with Firestone.

.01%.
WARNING TO MOTORISTS

JUST 44 FINE

Cold Wave Due!

Luxuriously Trimmed

II
4,
4
*

We will give you a liberal allowance for
your old battery. Come in today. Let us
banish battery worries with a New
Firestone Battery.

Equip Your Car With

$2.50 per gallon

FRIDAY AT GUTHRIE'S
ifigibilibbalms

Asil Tear
Old flattery

Don't Worry, Fill Your
Radiator With
FIRESTONE ANTI-FREEZE

Protect Your Radiator

-*array, Ky.

n a special After-Thanksgiving Sale

38

—Get It Here—

LION,
KNIX-KNOX

Buy a coat for Christmas.

And never a
better time than now. For here are coats that

Prestone
$2.95

GASOLINE. the hightest gas at regular gasoline price.
Let as change your
crankcase and transmission oil for winter
driving.

Super - Service Station
Easi Piats Street

COATS

We have it straight from the
weather bureau that a cold
wave is coming down from
the Northwest to send thermometers down to the danger point for radiators, so
NOW'S THE TIME TO PUT
IN ANTI-FREEZE A N D
AVOID TROUBLE.

FIRESTONE TIRES

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

Of really fine quality_ Silk Crepes . and
novelty- weaves. Fri a choice variety ,of
the very, newest modes, for they have
All the popular
just been unpacked.
bright shades and included are the popular shades of Black and Brown, with
white trims. Sizes for Misses and -Women.

Fik

Prices Are No Higher Than You Will
Wish to Pay

were intentledia sell for as high as 179.541.. And
none lower'than *39.50.

Made of the .finest

woolens that are so favored by fashion .. Trim-

REAL ANTI-FREEZE

med with luxurious fu's. • . In the Fashionable

MURRAY OIL COMPANY

Winter shades ... Sizes for Misses and Women.

EAST MAIN AT RAILROAD
Operators
RE3(,BEA
JOHNWATERS

Coats....Second Floor
er
—
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jest that exactly.
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admission fee will be charged.
Come down and see what can be
done with only two days to find
a wife.

ant time on phtkOdraighil M clay
Fulton are former students of Mr.
models of novel dodges felf the
Cheek. While at Murray College,
Then there was the lady who
title pages of the various itectiona.
Mr. Cheek was greeted by many
A new layout for the fobtbuill secCseisaatton of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Ttmes and The Times said she knew her son didn't drink
Murray, College students whose
Herald October SO. 151111
because the first thing every
tion has been selected and *this
parents and grandparents had been
Published fly The Calloway Comity Publishing Co. Inc.
morning he called for two or
The old time finders' eantest -.layout the pictures on the 'god
North Fourth Street, siturrsr, Ry,
his students.
Olive glasses of ice water.
will be given Saturday night, De- will be placed civet 'a background
Editor
Joe T. Lovett
cember 8. The complete program of a -stadium or gridiron.
F,
Prof J C. Cbeek. Si eaed edu.being made for sellPlans are
will appear in the papers.
The trouble about war is that
Mann, a representative of 'Jahn cator of Pullen, Ry., ma donated ing hatching eggs
Entered at tite PostogIce. Menus-. gy... as second class mail matter.
cotsperatively
it takes about 5 years to make a
--and 011ier is expected to be on to Murray State College his life- among Monroe
county farmers.
soldier and less than a fifth of a
Future Farmers Organized
the campus in the near future for time collection of minerals, shells,
second to kill one.
The Future Farmers of Hazel the purpose of planning the re- curios, and specimens of timber
MEMBER
High School came to Almo last mainder of the boor
from all parts of the vsprld.
Friday and organized_ the Almo
Members of the Shield staff are:
Mr. Cheek, superintendent of
Chapter of Future Farmers. The Roberts_ Shelton, editor-in-chief;
the Fulton city schools for 35
very impressive, formal initiation Willard Petway, business manaIngredients of Vida
"rears, was a homecoming visitor
was given to 13 members 'of the ger; Frank Ellis, advertising asgifts is worth several thousands VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form
Almo
Chapter. After tile initia- sistant; Bill Horton. advertising
IL Martin. I.
of dollars, according to Prof. E. H.
tion ceremony, Mr. Truett Hawley, assistant; Eva K. Beach, faculty
Mr /ASSAY? i•
at Murray State College. He made
President of the - Hazel chapter, editor; Robert Pollard, assistant
ACM COUCH DROP gr
Subscription Rates
-First Conressional I•istr ice and
:g,
Camp' Surrday—ftefftwol was congave the boys instructions 'about faculty editor; Ben Muse, senior a brief talk at the meeting of the
NIP
Stewart rountiea. Tenn.. 11 ,61 a year; Kentucky. $1.50; elbew here. 81.05.
ducted
by
Lieut.
altimni.
This
Allen
G.
collection
of
rare
Shipley.
Arleen tains Rates and Information about Caillo way county market
43-30.
the work of Future Farmers. Mr. editor Gladys Ward, assistant
ENROCTII NORTH OR WEST
A good crowd was in attendance.
rssso .so :yr;fru 7
Smith,
director
of
extension
at
Senior Foreman 'Fred Goodman Hawley js a
very impressive senior
editor; Wane
Millard,
—STOP AT—
_Lieutenant Shipley supplied fur is back on duty at the
post after speaker and after his talk the Fu- junior editor; Mabel 'Phillips, or- 'Murray State College.
Bro.
0.
A.
of
Marrs
the
Methodist
a member et Ike 11oodmen of the
a few clays leave at his home in ture Farmers of Almo are determ- ganization editor:
Professor
Cheek - spent five
Norman McWillefs3 or Illedthir—Iliondireen -of Church sena was out of town on Barbourville.
ined to make their Chapter one Kenzie, organization editor; Betty Months last year in California and
that
date,
America. He &dares he is going
Members of the nursing staff of the best In the county.
Shernwell, art editor; Mary Elizz- Florida collecting materials. Mr.
to be a ''chopper" just as soon as
Enrollee Lynn Forsythe who and student nurses bt the Mason
The
followinl officers
vere beth Edwards, feature editor; Imo- Smith and Prof. G. C. Pennewas receitly treated at Mason Memorial Hospital were vision at elected:
the ouster act is finally settled.
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
gene Browne, "-snapshot editor; baker, biology instructor, went to
Hospital '!or injuries was pro- camp Sunday. Those signing the
Shortest and.Best lades ts
Fieldon Scott, ,president; Buriel Pauline Pate, assistant snapshot Fulton Tuesday, October 30, and
The Ledger & Times has had
Chicago and fn. Louie
But instead of chopping off a nounced well and sound and re- visitors' register were Misses Simp- Schroeder, vice-president; James editor; Seth Boaz and Virgil Stew- brought the collection to Murray
a Zest gala of_
new- — -FREE INFORMATION
heed Vitalliaggrratir *1'nd:lied to a...duty status monclaf... son..iless. Str,n.* -and Filaby. • s Q. Raberts...secretary;..luntor-Reala art. spartasedlliesss-Ws, ansisetto, 43141.•Ip: The -thileetion--, strive October
treasurer; Cecil Taylor, reporter; staff photbgrapher; Prof. F. C. under the care of Mr. Pennebaker
to all points north and west
will doubtless be Ben Johnson's. Foreman Baughn. after a complete
* • is.
recovery from an operation, has
.
Jack Clendenoia, Farm Watch Dog; Pogue, faculty sponsor.
and will soon be. placed in Mur- REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER
also returned to duty at the camp.
Mr. Ralph Jones, advisor; boardOne popular whiskey is adverSINCLAIR GAS AND OILS
ray College's rapidly enlarging
All persons wishing to contribute
Carrip Murray was the host to
ing committee, Otis Brittian, Boyd,
Tuberculolis is still the chief museum.
tising that it "knows how to go to to the fund to purchase toys. fruits
We Especially Invite Our
a
number
of
local
reserve
officers
Linn,
Charles Johnson; executive l'''cause of death between the ages
a Idabeli game." A lot of other 'and candies for needy children to
Kentucky Friends
Most of the business men of
"Two
Days
To
Marry",
a
farce
last
week_
The
group
headed
by
committee, Ralph Goodwin, Buriel cif 15 and 45. the years of most
brands know the' same thing but be distributed at the Capitol Theacomedy
in
three
acts
will
be
pre
Major
W.
C.
Simmons
Of
reserve
Schroader, Norman Steele.
productive life.
Buy Christmas
none of them seem to know how tre's free show for them on Deheadquarters at Louisville. The sented by the seniors in the high
After the organization, the chap- Seals and help to fight tuberculosto get back home again.
cember 24 may bring their contrimeeting was for the purpose of school auditorium Saturday night, ter decided to sell candy at our is, which is both preventable and
butions to The Ledger & Times.
organizing a troop school among December 1. The characters are: program.
Norman Steek, and curable.
Franklin D's son has been omit.-• • • •
Simon P. Chase, as black as his James Stroud were
• the local officers and those on
appointed as
ted from the list of New York's
The 1935 political pot is already duty at the camp. Other officers race,S Gaston Smith; James • J. sellers.
Sixteen Mcniffee county farmers
400. The Roosevelts may not be beginning to boil. J. Lee Moore.
Dare„
a
wifeless
heir,
Ralph
Goodvisiting were Capt. C.
Skaggs.
Thanksgiving night the Future who used 50 pounds of certified
so hot on numbers but they are incidentally
whom I
knew in Lieutenants Preston Ordway and win; Emly Jane Pink, blacker than Farmer boys and their girls are seed potatoes .2psrt good results.
plenty keen on the letters of the schOol, has announced for the Joe
ink, Lois Goodwin; Ruford B. going- to give a
T. Lovett.
candy making at
alphabet
Sawyer, a timid lawyer, Cartelle the school house. The
Democratic nomination for Senator
Almo FuMr. Eiles from the construction
Lassiter; Sadie L. Boise, a widow ture Farmers are
in the lith _district Lee is now
planning an acdepartment of Fort Knox is with
Wonder if Governor Laffoon is charity . attorney
by
choice.
Ruth
Calhoun; Imogene tive year in their agriculture work.
of
Simpson us this week
making construction
McShane. the sweet young thing,
county.
Watch these columns for report
repairs at the carnu.
CALL PHONE 24 Or 23*
Kathryn Hargis: *alter M. Slats, of further activities.
- Capt Wm_ T. Fletcher, district
2 Lb. Box Sunray Crackers _ 19c
a
millionaire, Artelle Lassiter.
61 persons were killed by a
THE REXALL STORE
commander, and 1st. Lieut. C. Q.
2 Lb. Box Ssnray Graham
James Dare, according to his
single bolt of lightning in CapeHonor Roll
Jones, district chaplain, ,were reCrackers
25e
father's will, is to come into postown. Africa. and about tb,at num.
Seventh grade: Mamie Nell Row- t Corn Flakisi
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVRILY ber will hope fcrr the lightning to cent overnight guests of Camp session of a huge fortune on _his 28
14e
land, Claudine Phillips.
Murray. -,
25c
WWNRSDAY
6 Grape FriSi
birthday: provided he is married
strike them next year when the
Fifth
grade: Joe Rob Beale Nice Head Lettuce
A group of six men from this
.05
by that time. -By the time_thi,
Democrats choose their nominee
ooksie Boa-keen, John Brandon, 100
—PHONE 10:—
Lbs. U.& No. I Potatoes
-clause is discovered he has 'lust G. W. %pod. Ben Grogan.
for Governor.
(al door)
•--s-vssesiosessee
$L07
two days left to find his wife
6 Lbs. Fine Sweet Potatoes .._100
Comical situations. G2Ld darkey
Insull and son were freed
Great Northern Beans,
__ 5e
What's that old gig about "let a
parts. Miss Broach. English teachTHE PURCHASE OF
Extra Fancy ItIze, lb.
DIAGNOSTRICICSI
er, is coaching the play. A small
nigger steal a chicken . .
I Gallon Good Cooking Apples 1.5c
PLACE
Pure Grain or Ground Coffee
15e
The _public treasury seems to be
Gold Star Coffee29e
I wish to announc that I
3 Lbs. Argo Starch ------------100
is Be_ Cream Meal
53e
—Or-have purchased Scott's Place
The 1935 Shield, Murray College. 100 Lbs. Ohio River Salt
annual, will be the best year book White Jaw Meat, lb.
and will operate it hereafter
"I am 23 rears old and weighed ever published by the college, 10 Lbs. Sugar
See
as the—
130 pounds. 1 have taken 3 jam of according to members of the staff. 19 oz. Can Libby's Asparagus _ 21e
NUNNALLY'S can be had
and _have_
wilSms
redsceit
,
rstensivisliiianssare being- -madePackages' 0. IL WieliUng
fresh and conveniently_pisli.
an I think it
redline introdnce 'novel features that will
Powdes
lee
ed in seasonable wrap-5111ga.
greatly increase the attractiveness 4 Bars of Ilidiet Soap
10c
athigt.
of the book and at the same time 24-Lb. Bag and 2 Lbs. Finest
INIles, E. C. (Nev. k MO).
AND . . .
Drive-0th and See Us Sometime
To lose fat and at the same time keep its cost of publication at a
Flour
$1.00
_gain in physical attractiveness and minimum.
feel spirited and yOuthfut take one
JESS LYNN, Proprietor
The contract for the engraving
halt teaspoonful of KruschenAt
winit has been let to the Jahn &
glass of hot water before bre
-every morning.
Ilier Engraving Co. of Chicago.
A jar that lasts 4 weeks costs bet ft is the plan of the staff to start
a trifle at Dale, Stubblefield & Co. a
drive for subscriptions, includor any drugstore in the world but
ed in which will be the charge
be .sure And get Kruschen Salts
SAFE way to reduce wide hips. of one three-inch by five inch picprominent front and doubie4thin ture to he inserted in the annual
and again feel the joy of living— along
with the class group.
money back if dissatisfied after the
Work is being done at- the presfirst jar.
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CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS
By W.

company attended late man at
St Josephs Catholic Church at
Mayfield Sunday morning.
Judge J. D. Hamrick. local attorney. -was with us again lest
Thursday evening. To a group of
about 150 men Judge Hamrick delivered a very interesting and instructive
talk on "Citizenship"
which was attentively received.
Mrs. Hamrick and Finis -Lee Canon, local orchestra - director. s,ere
also guests that evening.
Cam*, Murray won her seeond
basketball game of the sasaon.kast
Saturday at Clinton.
Sandefur.
Downey and Johnson led the Murray team while Arnell and Barclay starred for Camp Pace. The
game was played in the Clinton
High School gym. The score was

C'7,

CHEEK GIVES
CURIOS TO MUSEUM

•

VEACITS REAL
._ SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois

JUST JOTS
By Joe

Almo High School

BISMA-REX

Week End Prices

Radio & Refrigerator
Service

THANKSGIVING
Time
CHRISTMAS
Time

W. H.CARTER

Tan Years Experience

ANY TIME!

- ANNOUNCING

StaffPlans For
Best Shield in
History

TELLS FAT FOLKS
_ HOW SHE REDUCED

scuers

-=tr.

CHECKER BOARD LUNCH

Whenever

Robert Swann & Son

• II

Good
Taste

•
•

KEEP YOUR CAR IN SHAPE!
Is it good sense to let your car run aown
until ithreakaslo-wn-wflen you need it the'-,
most?
-

Four-Way Relief for Stomach Disorders I
I. Neutralizes acid 3. Soothes stomach
4. Aids digestion
2. Removes gas
Price 50c
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

is
the first
consideration

...M.
.1110.41•1.0..11.011•10410MI.1.1•11111.41•111*••=1..11.111.0••••1.01111.
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Tobacco Growers!

Let US Care for YOUR Car

Beaman's Garage
PHONE 300
Southwest Corner of
Square
Murray, Ky.

We wish to announce to our many friends and customers in Calloway and adjoining counties that we are now receiving tobacco
for the opening sale in Murray on--

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1934

Thanksgiving
40-MM.

.11••

41•11r .11••••

Ample space for unloading ... iicellent light ... experienced handlors
kets of uniform weight ... licensed..and capable weigh men.

Comfortable Sleeping Quarters . . . Free Stalls
And Water For Stock ... Open Day and Night

.11MIL

and we are
Thankful
to You

WE ARE THANKFUL—
FOR YOUR

PATRONAGE
The occAsion of Thanksgiving is an
appropriate time for us to ptiblitly
thank all cthr.ftiends and patrons for
their many favors which has combine&
to make our business a success.

4101.4.04....mra.maew ow,

Not merely because -it is customary to express thanks on Thanksgiving day but because we deeply and sincerely appreciate your faithful
and loyal co-operation which has enabled this bank to make great
strides both in financial resources and the number of its friends and
boosters throughout Calloway County we express ouf heartfelt thanks
-to you -crii 'this oetwiion.

We are, however, as much appreciative of your business and friendevery day of the year and strive
to merit trilat business and friendship
by prompt and courteous treatment,
correct weight and by handling the
very best products.

Bank Will Be Closed All Day Thursday

BANK OF MURRAY

Murray Consumers
Coal and Ice Co.

Big- Enough to Take Care of You; Small Enough to Be
•
Aware of You
SOUND
: STRONG
: SAFE'
•

Deposits Guaranteed ..up to $5,000 Under:..
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

.1stor.05 Woo
M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
41M.

.01...••••

.
70

By fair dealing we have inspired full confidence of the buyers

an41 manufac-

turers -who will be fully represented this. season.

WE THANK OUR MANY FRIENDS FOR PAST FAVORS
AND WE HOPE OUR METHOD OF FAIR DEALING MER-,
ITS A CONTINUANCE OF THESE FAVORS.
Be on hand opening day and see if we're not putting forth every
effort to secure the very best price for your tobacco.

We Want Your Business And -Will Take The
Very Best Care,Of It!

• (41

Murray Loose leaf Floor
Just South Qf the Court SqUare
South Fifth Street
BUNNIE FARRIS, Manager
•
KENTUCKY •
MURRAY
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sleeves, a row of buttons extended from the back of the neck to
accessories
hemline.
Her
the
matched her gown and she wore
a corsage bouquet of brides roses.
The bride's only attendant was
her sister-in-law,Mrs Virgil M.
Edrr‘ends of Tampa. She wore an
afternoon frock of navy French
crepe with navy accessories.
Virgil M. Edmonds, brother of
Copy for this page should be itubmitted not later than Tuesday
the bride served as best man.
afternoon each week.
A program of nuptial ntusic was
presented by Mrs. C. Roy JohnDecember Eighteenth
Dates for many cof the Decemson, Mrs. C. D. Giddings and Mrs.
ber club meetings have been
Deltas to have Christmas tree Pearl Tho'ip of Tampa. Fla., bechanged due to the holidays. The at -home of Mrs. Joe Lovett. Mrs. fore and during the impressive
calendar is as fellows:
Lovett, Miss Margaret Campbell, ring ceremony.
The bride is a native of Calloand Miss Estelle Houston hosts.
December Third
way county. She received
her
-Decepsber Eighteenth
U D. C's regular meeting.
educatien at the New Concord
Music Department will meet at High sthool, graduated in the class
December Fifth
the
home
of
Miss
Margaret of '30. She has made her home
P T. A. will have its regular Graves. Hosts: Miss Graves, Mrs.lin Tampa and Lakeland, Fla., for
meeting at the High School build- Walter Blackburn, Mrs. A. F. the past year. ,
ing.
Yancey. and Mrs. W. H. Fox,
The groom is a native of Lakeland, Fla. He received his educaDecember Sixth
December Twentieth
tion in that city, being a graduate
The general meeting of the
Magazine Club with Mrs. Willie
of the class of '29. Later attendWoman's Club will be held at the Linn.
ing the University of Florida. He
Sexton home on West Main. the
is at persent in business with his
December Twenty Second
Music -Department wg.l be. hest
Upha meeting. foritS: Mn. W. ratrier; being a preigelsive orange
December .Seventh
W. McElrath, Mrs. J. T. Parker, grower of Polk county.
After December 1, they'll be at
Training School Mothers' Club. Miss Susan Peffer, Mrs. B. 0.
home to their , many friends in
Christmas program with Mrs. F. Langston.
Lakeland
E. Crawford leader. Fourth grade
Several parties and showers have
mothers with Mrs. R. A. „Johnston Edmonds-Walker
been given in honor of the bride
as chairman are hosts.
Marriage
since the announcement of their
December Eleventh
Miss Lucille Edmonds, daughter engagement. One was given Nov.
A. A. U. W. will have their of Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Edmonds of 15 by the bride's sister-in-law,
regular meeting at the college New Contord, and Mr. Ben Walker, Mrs. Virgil 'M. Edmonds- at her
library.
son of Mr. arid Mrs. I. Walker of home at 6018 Dexter Ave, Tampa.
Lakeland. Fla., were married No- Gamed were played for which
December Twelfth
prizes were awarded. The brideArts and Craft Club to have its vember 17 at 4 o'clock at the parelect was seated in a white bride's
annual Christmas tree. Mrs. Ver- sonage of the New Home Baptist
Church at Lakeland. The Rev. A. chair during the evening and was
non Stubblefield host.
McCelland officiated. Only mem- presented a shower of gifts.
Mrs. C. Roy Johnson presented
December Thirteenth
bers of the. immediate family were
the bride's book which- all guests
Home Department will meet at present.
home of Mrs. Robert Broach. Hosts
The bride wore a navy blue egistered during the evening.
Refreshments were served by
are Mrs. Ed Fanner, Mrs. R. Z. traveling costume of flat crepe
'Broach, Mrs. William Purdom, and in the popular tunic mode with the hostess, assisted by her sisters,
Mrs. Fred James. Christmas tree-. high neck and long, closely fitted Misses Martha and Helen Johnson
•
of Lakeland, and sitser-in-law,
Mrs. W. P. Johnson.

dents of Mr.
ray College,
od by many
Pints whose
sts had been

Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor
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Paris Fashions

Mr. And Mrs. Laverne Graham
Honored

Set the Style Pace

)F

..ancklead in value in

hat- 1
Place
eafter

okra smart styles
were

Shag-Bork the "veiny" new
leather makes o stunning
side-tie...shown in black or
brown ... the "Cavalier"
strop pump is of black kid
and _patent— .-two Paris
Fashions that are out.
distancing all others
in popukrityl

•
r"-

Pt
140

fecituri.,ottal

. Others
$3.95 to S6.50

Claude Vaughn Honored
With Dinner

1-yr

number
friends gathered at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Vaughn's, November 25, to celebrate their son's, Claude Vaughn.
17 birthday. At the noon hour a
beautiful table was spread with
all kinds of delicious foods.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Nath Vaughn, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Vaughn, Mr. and
Mrs. Ora Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Vaughn, lira.' Genie Farmer, Miss
Polly Fniteen Miss Annie Cole.
Miss Ruby Darnell, Miss Blanche
Vaughn, Miss Mazee Farmer, Miss
Pearl Darnell, Miss Ophie Darnell.
Miss Myrtle Cole. Miss Mary
Belle Farmer, Miss Marjorie Sue
Scott. Miss Laurine Wvatt - Claude

Mail Orders
Proeqptly Filled
Add 15c

Calacco

to-weal:121
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

.1aaa-

On Thursday afternoon, November 22, Mrs. Willard Graham entertained with
a miscellaneous
shower at her home North of Murray -in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Laverne Graham. The honorees
gifts
received
many
beautiful
after
which
delicious
candies
were served.
Those present were:
Mrs. Lorais Thomasson. Mrs.
•earl'Graham, Mrs. Francis Smith,
and daughter Mary Kathryn, Mrs.
Essie Blakely, Mrs. Mettle Graham, Mrs. Bessie Taylor, Mrs.
Liz-,24 Hopkins, Mrs. Ida Jableson.
Mr .and Mrs. Curt Graham, Mrs.
Ora Walston, Mrs. Jennie Hendricks, Mrs. Ryan Graham, Mr.
and Mrs. Laverne Graham. Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Graham, Miss
Helen Jackson, Miss Virginia Ruth
Hopkins, Misses ,Rubene and Nadine Graham. '
Others who could not be present
sent arts.

Visitors other than the Members ham, president of the Alumni Aswere Miss Alkgrgaret Tandy, Mrs. sociation, is in charge of arrange(7" ment-2'Bit' the meeting.
Nat Ryan Jr, and Mrs_ R. .1
Wells, who called for tea.
President Roosevelt, endorsing
the annual sale of Christmas Seals,
Alphas Have November
declared that public health work.
?stetting
such as is carried on by the tut‘tn splendid papers on "Con- berculosis associations, is a hintemporary European Fiction" made damental part of the National Rethe Saturday meeting of the Alpha covery program. The tybrreidoeis
Mrs. Engetie Hughes Is Given
Department a very enjoyable as associations need your support
Kitchen Shower
well as worthwhile social event. to carry on their activities of tuMrs, Eugene Hughes, who re"An English Journey" by Priest- berculosis prevention and control
cently moved into her new home ly was reviewed by Mrs. J. W. throughout the coming year.
rat North Fourteenth, was given Carr and The Old and the New"
a surprise kitchen shower by In- by Perendellie was given by Miss LECTURE AT CHURCH OF
timate friends sad -members of her Beatrice- Frye. Both reviews were
CHRIST, SUNDAY, 3
M.
family on Wednesday -evening.
interspersed by personal glimpses
A dinner set, altunnitnn and of England and Italy.
At 3:00 P. M. Sunday, Minister
other useful gifts expressed love
A lovely: plate was served durThomas Pate will lecture to men
and thOughtfulttess.
ing the social hour.
Those present were:
Mrs. C. A. Bishop opened her on a subject of vital importance.
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield, home for this occasion with Miss All men and young boys from 12
Miss Miss'eth Lovett, Met MMOttri Maryleona Bishop, Mrs. E. S. Diu- years and older are urged to be
Maple. Mrs.. We/Is Purdeliti. Ma- geld Jr., and Miss Bente Manor present_ A Bible theme of great
Importance, though often neglected
Karl Frazee, Mrs. Roy Stewart, asisting her as hosts.
will be studied.
Mrs. Fulton Farmer, Mrs. Eyelid
CovingtOn.
This is an issue that Bro. Pate
Social Events In Cesusection
Mrs. Thomas HugheS, Mris.
has given diligent study to and deWith F. D. E. A. Sessions
ton Hughes, Mrs. Frank Berry,
livered similar lectures that met
MM. Vernen Stubbletied
Anticipating the attendance al rie:ffofieaf-iigIttNial of young and
Leona Covington, Mrs. W. T. the First District Educational As- old men alike. Make it a point to
Sledd Jr., Mrs. P. F. Waterfield, sociation here of eery one who is hear this message.
Mrs. Eugene Hughes.
making an effort to teach music
C. H. Thurmond
in connection
with the
high
hirs, Charles Hire had her bridge schools, Prof. Price Doyle, head of
club in her home on Monday aftst- the music department of Murray
State College, has sent, out letters
noon.
James Miller Deering, five-yearContract was enjoyed by the fol- to 87 high schools belonging to the
F. D. E. A. suggesting that an old son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Deerlowing:
Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. B. 0. hour be chosen when the regular ing, received a gold major award
Langston, Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, sessions will not be held to have in the Sears National Baby conMrs, W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. Et. F. a luncheon. If no changes are test He is the grandson of Mr.
Scherffius, Mrs. M. G. Carman made, the meeting will be at the and Mrs. J. R. Wilkerson, Puryear,
Mrs. Walter Blackburn, Mrs. Hire. Collegiate Inn Friday, November Tenn., Rbute 3.
•• • • •
30. at 11:30 A. M., Mr. Doyle said.
Mrs. Tom Lampkins IS very
Mrs. Harry Sledd entertained
President John W. Carr has an- much improved.
Bert Deering is sick at this
her bridge club on Friday after- nounced that the alumni, former
noon.
students of the College. and the writing.
'Mrs. Marvin Whitnell had high faculty will have a get-together
Mrs. Galen Stone of Jones Mill
score.
meeting and dinner Friday eve- is the guest of Mrs. D. L. Paschall.
Following the game a loely salad fling, November 30, at 8 o'clock
We are glad to Iv Parvin
course was served.
in Wells Hall, Prot Carman Gra- Jones is Improving.

In the old-fashioned Thanksgiving
spirit we wish you all an old-fashioned
Thanksgiving.

DRS-

With fine crops and better prices we feel that alLoiliq have
much to be thankful for this year. We are deeply thankful for
your patronage and loyalty.
Bank will be
CLOSED
.DEPOSITS INSURED
Thursday for
BY
THANKSGIVING

very

"I e

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
•

WASHINGTON, D. C.

$5000 MAXIMUM
cp, t:IgNI7g $5000 -

Open
FRIDAY MORNING
for Business as
Usual

Peoples Savings Bank

—
verthiltaitirk -,..
11

a,vVta&3
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MURRAY KENTUCKY

ICKY

Trigg county farmers have a
large amount of well-ripened tobacco as a result of using improved methods, 1%i:wit County
Agent Thomas Morgan.

Hazel Route I

Tuberculosis still kills more
people between the ages of 15
and 46 than any other disease,
Buy Christmas Seals, they fight
tuberculosis.

.111104.11.111.4...11111..MINI.11W.110..11.

From Bailey's All'Star Array of Gifts

r.

* Jewelry
* Silverware
* Leather Goods
* Glassware
Give Something to
Really Thrill! '`\
To make sure you buy
the right thing and get
value received for the
price, let us help you in
your selections from our -junusal Christmas stocks.
You can reserve any ar- %
tide in our store for a
small down payment. As
an early shopper you will
have a more complete and
varied stock from which
.= to select.
Here are useful, needed "Gifts That Last" that
will REALLY THRILL—for everyone on your list.
Many inexpensive gift4S.

When you are making out your
list of Christmas gifts, don't forget to include Christmas Seals.
They not only help the unfortunate, but they pay for community
health, which benefits the giver.
too.

INVITING YOU ...
to see the many new things I have
recently added to my stock.
Purchases .just made in St.
Louis are just lovely.
... smart
pleasing wearing apparel.

Five carloads of limestone were
distributed in Graves county, and
orders placed for future deliVery.

You should see my offerings
before purchasing your holiday
frock.
—Intriguing Dinner Dresses—
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Barton,
Akron, Ohio, visited Mr..and Mrs.
C. C. Duke Sunday and Monday.
Mr. Barton is a brother of Mrs.
Duke. They are now visiting relatives in Greenfield, Tenn,
James W.Strader has resigned
as meat cutter at the Murray Meat
Market.
C. Ray has just completed a new
brick home on South Sixth.
The biggest game in West Kentucky football history is the popular aechdrn, accorded the exhibition meeting of an All-star Gembination of gridiron talent from
high schools and colleges with the
Dawson- Springs Independent eleven, now holding first claim to
championship of this section. to be
staged at Princeton Athletic Park,
Sunday, December Z at 2:00.
A daughter was born to Mr.44.nd
Mrs. R L. Shook of 1658 Washington. Denver Colorado, at St.
Anthony's Hospital. November 19.
She has been
named Patricia
Carol. Mrs. Shook was formerly
Nellie Berry, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. B. F. Berry.

Regal Dress Shoppe
MRS. H. E. JENKINS ,

CHRISTMA
CARDS ..
of....

Distinctive Beauty-Impressive—
Yet Reasonably Priced

tufac-

iiare
• - . . . se,/Ilk.'

Vaughn, Artell 'Norman, Ruble
Norman, H,alton Lawrence, Willie
Darnell, Chester Stamps, J. W.
Stamps, Hari Stamps, ..kie Farmer,
Johnnie
Wyatt, Jerry Farmer,
Charles Scott
All left late in the afternOon,
wishing the honoree many more
happy birthdays.

Z,Mw
Far

Ils
ight
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Remember that we do free engraving on all metals and free gold lettering on Fountain Pens, Pencils and Leather Goods.

H.B. Bailey
The Jeweler
111.0.04•111.411..n•wilm.010.....4•1•.40Mi.

This Christmas Give Home Gifts!
'Gifts That Bring Year Around Cheer
You can treat them/hole family and enjoy your
own gift by having a FRIGIDAIRE installed in your
-home. You can buy it on the skip payment plan.

Engraved
Type Printed
or Plain Cards

Come in and let us explain this KIP-PAYMENT
PLAN for FRIGIDAIRES or RADIOS or call us—
Telephone 56.
Put in your order now so we will be sure to have
it for you. ONLY FOUR WEEKS NOW!

Santa Brings World -Wide Reception
ibis Year!

CALL 55
and a representative will call on you at your con-'.
veriierret at yoOr home or business place.

MR. BUSINESS MAN:—
Reach your customers in a personal
manner with individual cards.

The.

FREE ENGRAVING AND GOLD LETTERING

r. St.. Times

Thrgh the miracle of modern radio, you can
bring in programs from all over the world, clear as
a ball.
,
The new GM:WOWS give you every tonal' quality
with' absence Of old time "static". and "interference."
-7
You'll be amazed at their- perforthance.
the SKIP PAYMENT PLAN.

JOHNSONZAIN MUSIC CO.lk

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Ne wspaper"

Old Postoffice Location
nommosoimmosiiiimmoisma

.worywverrawater-7-7-mg.-

—ass-

•

—

a

-

.1.—

Buy on

Murray;

..0019
•
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_
heavy 'visitors in the home of Mr. and

CHILD IS FATALLY
KICKED BY MULE

friends to help them in the
loss they sustained in the recent Mrs. J. K. Clayton
spent last
Sunday.
week with
Bennie dear old sch001,
fire which destroyed their home.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Orr and litBrown and other friends.
Will love their teachers, and
a large number of ladies in the llemaktiM
Jiirq. Bailey filled his regular ap- obey the rules;
alsamilm• bruettiast. Venn,.
Hazel corm:nullify met at the home were in Hazel Sunday
pointment
at the Presbyterian
visiting Mr.
For I will never forget, Palestine
Xr. and Mrs. Bud Hargis and
•
of the Rev. and Mrs. W. A Baker and Mrs..C. C.
Orr. and Mr. and
sow of Providence, spent part . of church here last Sunday and Sun- School
Kelly Taney Given Quilt Shower and quilted for them three splen- Mrs. W 13. Miller.
last week with Mrs. Hargis' par- day night. Everyone is invited to
did quilts In addition to showing
by Friends at Raker Home
Mrs
Rorie
Strider of New
Now I'm going to Aurora High,
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Starks. attend the fourth Sunday in every
evidence
of
esteem,
the
ones
pres- Providence
at Hazel.
month.
was
here Saturday
And I work very hard as the
Miss
Laverne
Cothran
ent reported a delightful day.
of
Benton
visiting relatives and friends.
Bro. C. H., Smith will fill his days go by.
spent last week with her grand- regular
Gerald Gene, four-year-cld son
Those present were:
R. R Hicks Sr.. and eon R. R.
appointment at the BapI love my teachers, for they
mother,
Mrs.
Cothran.
of Mr. and - Mrs. Oren Chrisman
tist church the first Sunday in never scold.
Mrs_ W. H. Miller, Mrs. D. C. Jr., were in Clarksville Monday on
Mrs.
Hamlet
Curd
Murray
of
who live two miles east of Hazel. Clanton, Mrs. Jack Kelley,- Mrs._ E business.
December at 11 o'clock. Everyone
I'm always willing to do as I'm
visited the Homemaking class last
was kicked by a mule Saturday L. Miller. Mrs_ W.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisrnan Sr.,
invited to attend.—C. A.
told.
D. Miller, Mrs.
Thursday
evening.
Went Realizing the injury was Ben White, Mrs H.
For they never tell us anything
I. Neely, Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. R B. Chrisman
Mrs. Bob Mathis and daughter
:melons. the family immediately Alice Jones.
wrong;
Mrs. Ruth Underwood, Jr., of Henry, Tenn. were in
spent the week end in Murray
rilltied the *Mid to the Mason Mrs. J. D. Nix.
Hazel
Sunday
visiting
Mr.
and
And we are jolly and good the
Mrs. Annie Crawwith Mrs. Riley Crawford.
Hospital at Murray but the efforts ford. Mrs. H.
O. Brandon. Mrs Mv. It W. Chrisman. and Mrs.
Palestine school is my favorite whole day long.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thorn and
of the physicians were futile and W. E. Dick. Mrs
A. E. Mason and 'other relatives.
--a-Composed by Edna Molene
W. D Kelly
family of Paris, Teniara• ipent the one;
death
occurred early
Mrs. Jewell McPherson of AtSunday
Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs. KenI stilled there when I was quite Lee Aurora High.
week-end with his parents. Mr.
morning.
lanta. Ga., is here training pupils
neth Grogan,- Mrs T. S.Herron,
young.
and Mrs. Henry Thorn.
of Hazel„ School
a play "Blue
Euneral services were contracted Miss Maude Walker,
Just a child, five years old,
Mrs. H. E. Bonnet" that willfor
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Novice
Alexander
.
be given at the
by: the Rev. W. A. Baker with Brandon. Mrs. Bettie James,
Obeyed the rules as I was told.
Mrs school building
near Mt. Carmel, spent Monday
at an early date.
brand was in Mt. Pleasant ceme- J. R. Miller, Mrs. Mattie
By studying hard, I learned very
Ray, Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Skaggs.
Mrs. R_ -R liicka Jr. and baby
te,:.
Audry Sim/ions, Mrs. J. E LittleLittle Miss Mae Woodall is on fast; `.
Bab III were in Murray recently
The- pallbearers, Herbert Under- ton, Miss
I never missed very many
the sick list.
rig Mr:- Ind
—Delro us
weiME—Curiis - and Parvm Craig, Sadie Nelle Brandon.
classes_
41rA Q.. B. Langston_
Miss 11"
,
i.
11 _Andrus.Aldlatz Jessie
Tingeist, Reuben and H. B. Chris- TurnboW. Mrs. Wae.
:
Andrus and Miss Parinie Burchett,
man were uncles -et the child.
Mrs. N. R Doherty, Mrs. Will
I passed the grades, one or two
all of Paducah, spent Sunday with
Little Gerald Gene was the Miller, Miss Eva Perry,
a year;
Mrs_ C. T.
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. B. Chris- Allbritten, Mrs.._
A scene from "HAVE A HEART," starring JEAN PARKER and JAMES Mr. and Mts. John Andrus. They
My studies, I learned ,,,to love
H. A. Wilson.
were also Sunday afternoon guests
DUNN, at the Capitol TODAY and WEDNESDAY.
man and Mr. and Mks. John Craig. Mrs. Minnie Lee Lassiter.
Mrs. T.
of Mr. and Mrs. Con Moore and very dear.
The sympathy of the community M. Marshall. Mrs. C. W.
My teachers were kind and good
Honor Roll
-Curd, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Moore of
goprout to -Die family over this J W Bailey, Mrs Sallie
The honor roll for high -whoa
to me,
St. John,
The school team meets the Lynn one thing we should be thankful Murray.
.
tragic event.
Mrs. W. F. Grubbs. Miss Libbie for the second six weeks is made Grove Independe
Their dear faces will always in
nts here Wednes, for.
Miss Bernice
Ernstberger ? of
James. Miss Murle Jones.
up of the following:
my memory be.
day
evening.
November
Murray
28.
spent
the
week
end
at
AS a mark of appreciation for
Many good answers were given.
Delicious refreshments
Eighth grade: Marion Dean MayAnd I hope some day their dear
were
this, family of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. served.
Some of the things that were home with her parents.
field, Evelyn Lou Lockhart, Ruth
faces LC; see;
chaise!
Programs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Darnell of
Kelly and an expression of their
thought of were—home, father,
Cole, Edith Cochrum.
Of the teachers that were so
Members of the seventh grade, mother, food, clothing', schools, Benton were Sunday guests of
Freshmen: -Maurine Henley, Fankind to me
Chas Edwards who is working
Mr.
and
Mrs.
sponsored
Clynt
by Miss Howard. gave a churches, and many others. The
Lancaster.
Sue
Jones, Dorothy, Del
with the N. C. & St L. Ry. at nie
Mrs. Huie Edwards left for
book week program in chapel second 'grade children were asked
I completed the grades at the
Memphis spent Sunday with his Rhodes.
Huntingto
n
Sophomores: Odine Swann, Ten- Friday. Each pilpil was costumed to bring old magazines from home few days withMonday tci spend a age of twelve;
family here.
her parents. Mr. and
to represent some book and the so that they might cut pictures to
DNA hit thaw get a strangle' held.
It was then I had to bid old
Mrs. A. L Eldridge and children, rue Wilson Rogers, Estelle Todd.
other students in school tried to represent the many things ,that Mrs Frank Ernstberger
Elgin don fisklyt
now
Palestine farewell. •
Juniors:. Carlos Erwin, Ernest
Edna
Mai
and
Treva
of
Paris,
biass7 hips Mose. Fkowerir
Mrs, Adelbert Reeves and little
Creet ibessm
see
how
many
they
could
recogthey
are
thankful
for,
and paste
spent the week end with her par- Jones.
1011.Titialuitistate.
daughter spent Friday at Almo But I hope the children of that
nize. No One knew the entire these on pages for a Thanksgiv
ing with Mr. and
Seniors: Geneva Hunter. Emma
ghtisowtharisideo oohed whir ents. Mr. and Mrs. Madison Ray
but
-25,
Mrs. Lundy Tubbs.
several
got
24.
book
entitled..
'Thankful". Surely
Lee Camp. Charlotte Jordan, Kathon the spat if punt thigh or cold
east of Hazel.
Several of the people here atAfter this, the remainder of the Thanksgiving day will mean more
relieved by Creonwhilos. (a&)
Alfred McGeehee of Buchanan ryne Parks. Rubena Ford. • -chapel. period was taken up in a to these child'ren than just another tended the fiddlers' contest at
was in Hazer on business Monday.
Saturday night and some
We are all looking forward to pep meeting. Milton Parks gave holiday that they will not go to Hardin
Homer Pentecost of Murray was
were also entrants. Miss Anna
the Thanksgiving holidays. Don't two numbers on the harmonica, school'
in Hazel on business Saturday.
Doris* Lancaster and Miss Martha
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Allbritten of miss the big Fiddlers' Contest here and Orth Key played the violin.
Lee Skaggs won the first prize
Short talks were given by Mitchell
Fourth And Fifth Grades
New Providence . spent Sunday Thanksgiving night.
piano duet. Clynt Skaggs won
Our. ball team was handed the Story, Hewlett Cooper, and Char- The fourth and fifth grades in for
with Mr. arid Mrs. C. T. Allbritten.
the prize for having the largest
Elder R F. Gregory of Murray first defeat of the season by the lotte Jordan. Miss Howard raid Miss Swann's room have made a family represente
d there from
Thanksgiving sandtable and spell- Calloway
filled his regular appointment at Kirksey Eagles last Friday even- a poem. '
county.
ing
by
a
score
ing
of
charts
27-18.
The
juniors gave a very interthe 'Fihjel Baptist church Sunday
of turkeys. The fifth
The secMrs. Eunice McDaniel and Mo.
Depot Street
esting program in chapel Monday grade has Just finished studying Carrie
morning and evening. Bro. Greg- ond team was defeated 32-17.
Reeves visited Mrs. Alpha
some
before the entire school. It conquaint and lovable charac- Shoemaker, who is critically
ory has just returned from Akron,
Murray, Kentucky
ill,
ters in language such as Edison,
sisted of:
Ohio. where he conducted a sucSunday evening.
cessful revival
We Pay Highest Cash Prices
Talk: "History of Thanksgiving", Johnie Apple Seed, Nightingale, Graves Gibson of Centralia,
Ford, Field. and Washington. They
Mrs. Chas, Edwards and daughLaura Hunter,
for Produce
ter. Miss Mildred and Miss Louise
booklets on these.
Reading: "Ma and the Auto have made
They have also been making a
Lamb were in Pans Saturday.
Ride". Ruth Frances Turnbow.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Allbritten
Song: -The Hole in the Bucket", study of Shakespeare's' plays for
and Mrs. Myrt Osburn and Miss A twenty-minute lecture full Carlos Erwin and Charlene May- children. All the children were
enthused with the idea of studying
Martha Elizabeth White were in of humor and philosophy by field.
Murray shopping Saturday.
Reading: "De Fust Banjo", Harg Shakespeare like big folks.
_
0. B. Tilrnbow and ElwOod
Catham.
It
Pays
Blackburn were in Paducah on
to
Read
the
Classified
s
Violin Sol, Ortis Key.
business last Friday.
Play. "Never Too Late to Lear*
en eW spent several- days AIsto CONCERT of Old-Time characters:
last week in Mayfield. Fulton, and
Julia. Robbie Erwin;
Religious Tunes by the
Hickman.
•
'MAYFIELD QUARTET, Nellie Ruth Jones; Mr. Le
Quite a. number of people In
Richard Boston: Mr. Harvard. Ja
ARE YOU OVER 401
Hazel have changed homes in Ahe COME!
THRIFTY
We'll guarantee you Cole Sims; Mr Winters. Hewl
AVONDALE
If so. nature is warning you of
Savory, Satisfying, and above pima_ few weeks. Mrs Flora will
Cooper:
Tom.
James
24-Pound Sack
Scott,
Bi
forget
all
your
24-Poun
ganger
d Sack
ahead.
trou.b1p)
Get
rid
of
your
moved to Murray Monday.
41, rich in essential health
for at least two hours.- Willie Kelso.
trouble early. Make this 25c test.
Otho White has purchased the
giving properties.
COUNTRY CLUBrc
Get Juniper oil, Buchu leaves. etc.,
-at—
Perry property that Mn. Hatcher
LYON'S BEST
1.
First And Second Grates •
in green tablets. Ask for BUKETS.
occupied and will move at once.
LYNN GROVE SCHOOL
•
24-Lb. Sack
What is the meaning of. Tnankis- the bladder laxative. Take 12 of
Tommy Lee Wells moves to the 7:30 P. M., December lit
giving Day? When the questien them in four days; if not pleased
Our Meats Satisfy the Clanton property vacated by Mr.
was asked the first and secoqd go back and get your money.
Admimion, Adults 15c;
Purse
the Appetite White.
grade children, many and variad BUKETS work on the bladder
R. L. Overcast was .taken ta the —
_
10e
wers were given. Sonte
t—simllar to castor oll—cin the,-bowels..
•
keys-Houston Clinic Monday night
children had no conceptioti of t
Choice Hand
I t Flushes out excess acids and other
KANSAS CITY STEAKS for an operation for appendicitis.meaning of Thanksgiving Day wig Impurities which cause getting up
Picked
Pounds
Mr. and Mrs. J. R Miller were
Pounds Sr
why we celebrate on that da„. nights, frequent desire; scanty
in Murray Sunday afternoon to
Some
stories
Were
read
and- TO
ow. bUrning. backaChe or leg
visit7 DrE. W.
some of which were about tlin pains. You are bound to
Phone 1-2'
feel
the Mason Hospital.
bat(
i
^s)BARS
first
.
Thanksgivi
ng.
Afterwarap better after this flashing and you
Misses Addie Mae Graham and
the children were told to think get your regular sleep. Guaranteed
Flora Alcock of Melber, Ky., were
POUNDS
for a few minutes about at least by Dale. Stubblefield & Co
Size

NOW PLAYING AT THE CAPITOL

Dexter News

I

Palestine School

Get eggs this
fall when
prices are
highest ...
feed

Lynn Grove High)

LAY tHOW !

COUGHS

E

MEN'S HATS
Cleaned and Blocked

&KZ12-DM431310tHi."11=3

J. W. CLOPTON &
COMPANY

You May Have
"THE SECRET OF TRUE HAPPINESS"

cBan
ish thal
o
C
I witF
41.onefeelin

m.,

W.0.Parr, the Radio
Preacher

DO YOU GET UP
NIGHTS?

FLOUR
79c FLOUR
83c
FLOUR
u FLOUR
99c
SUGAR, 10 pounds
49c
NAVY.BEANS
7
25c 29
G WHITE NAPTHA SOARI
4
25c
DRIED PRUNES 80-90
3 NO. 2 CANS
23c
CORN STANDARD PACK
2 NO.' 2 CANS 25c
CORN COUNTRY CLUB FANCY

sad

_WHITE WAYMARKET

Murray Meat Market

..yurra,,..F24218:EallrENZZ.

'Closed After 9 A. M.
THURSDAY
Saturday Specials

THE MURRAY MILK
PRODUCTS CO. wishes
..
its patrons and friends
, happiness, contentment
and health!

on
Thanksgiving
-• •

Bread from your bakery
or home-made demands
PURE FRESH MILK.

Octagon Washing Powder, I
2 for
Sc I
1 Lb. Box Crackers
12c
2-lb. box Crackers
20c
9 Lbs. Sugar
50c
Rib Roast, Lb.
7c
Chuck Roast, Lb.
Sc
Queen of West Flour 51.00
Irish Potatoes, peck .. 25c
Lynn Grove Flour .
95c
Cabbage, 50-1b. bag
58c
Nice Grapt Fruit
Sc
New Sorghum, Gal. .
50c
Coal Scuddles, 35,45 and 50c
1000 Sheet Roll Toilet
Paper
Sc
1-lb. can Hersheys Cocoa 15c
1 lb. Mother's Cocoa .
1Sc
Pork Shoulder, halC.,
or whole, lb.
15c

FAIN & BELL
TELEPHONE 85
WE DELIVER
Pies is ith a tender, flaky
crust that will melt in year

Always use the BEST MILK and use it FREELY
in your cooking ... for safety use SUNBURST!

CALL 191—
.14a-1
,
11. 2•••••••7*

In looking back and thinking of all the good
loyal customers we have, we pause on this Thanksgiving Day to express to you our sincere THANKS
for your valued patronage.

TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule

WE HAVE THE GOODS, THE PRICE AND
THE SERVICE, TOO

BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO—
Patiseak: E A.. M.. 11 A. M.; 5 P. Id.
24416 A. EL; 2 P. M..--7:20 P. M.
Dawson Sowings: 7:45 A, M.; 2P.M.
Mayfield: 6 AM. 11 A. IC:5 P.7L
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

Coni

Murray Milk Products Co.

THANKFUL

The crops have been good, the fall harvest season has been wonderful and prices have been better. You should all be thankful.

mouth... Pumpkin. mince .
ANY KIND DEMAND MILK!
Cake—lovely and flu/fy and cowered
with heavenly frosting, and every type
of meets has always the IiikralleW,—
MILK!

YES, SIR, WE ARE INDEED

ens to R—
Loale. Chicago.
Detroit, and Everywhere.

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

C. RAY LINES .

FRESH OYSTERS
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET

Free Delivery

Phcasa 214—

C. Club MILK,3 Tall Cans
or 6 Small Cans
17c

Value GREEN BEANS,
3 No. 2 cans
25c

Rolled Oats, Quaker or C Club
2 Small pkgs.
15c

JEWEL COFFEE, lb. . . 19c
3 lbs.
55c

FRESH FIG BARS,
2 pounds

WESCO CRACKERS,
2-pound box

16c

D. Monte or C. Club PINEAPPLE, No. 21/2 can 19c

KRAUT,
2 No. 2/
1
2 cans

15c

PENICK SYRUP,5-lb can 25c
10-lb. can
45c

SALTED PEANUTS,
pound

12c

C. Club APRICOTS,
No. 21/2 can

PEANUT BUTTER,
1-pound jar

13c

19c

19c

GOLDEN YELLOW..DOZEN
15c
BANANAS
CALIFORNIA ORANGES 200-216 Size, doz. 27c 15:ozseizne 37c

150 and 176 size ORANGES, dozen

35c

15-LB. PECK
POTATOES 100-LB. BAG 5105
SUGAR CURED BACON Half or Whole POUND
Pound
COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER
Pound
BREAKFAST BACON Swift's XNoBrand
Rind—No Waste
POUND
MINCED HAM
POUND
LONGHORN CHEESE

17' •
22c

28c
27c

17c
18c
1••=I••.11••

•

. •
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teachers, and
rget, Palestine

Aurora High,
hard as the
:rs, for

they

to do as I'm
us anything
and good the
:dna

Molene

this
hen
are

that science has not increased Int- I
aldigledeas.
Others who tried for the team
ind diade a very creditable showlag according to Coach liortin,
A six year old Ledger & Times,
were Ernest Bailey, Mizell • Jefdated November 2, 1928, proved
frey, Dallas Lancaster.
Mr. Miller and Mt. Neely are very interesting when by chance
residents of Hazel, Mr.- Horrell of a member of the Ledger & Times
Miller, Mitchell, Morrell, Bardwell- Mr. Mitchell of Paducah, staff, paused to glance through
Phillips of Alm°, Mr. Pate of the htstorical pages of the county
Porter, Phillips, Neely, Mr.
Murray, Mr. Porter ef Paris, press. In the words of someone
Pate Comprise Squad
Tenn. .
"Time Changes All Things" the
The team that will meet Eng- paper was interesting to the, utENGLISH CHAMPIONS TO land'has not been piCked, Mr. most for within the paper this
COMPETE HERE DEC. 3 Hortin stated.
statement is thoroughly proven.
David W. Scholes and J. HirschIn a feature ad being run at
In preparation for the debate field will compose the English that time "Illutsratd11 business rewith England Coach I. J. Hortin team from London University. view" included 18 merchants in a
chose seven varsity speakers alter The "two were chosen as best in group and of this number only
a tryout Friday night, Novernixr England.
fur of the businesses are run
Mr. Scholes has attended Well- today by the same men
2, in which all Murray College
in the
ington School, Somerset, and is same
men were 'eligible to compete.
location.
Dissolving
of
Thom -selected-- were; Jamm now studying for the Bachelor . of ,Dartnershita. retirensetaliew...busiMinor, Joe Horrell, Dudley Porter. Commerce Degree in London Uni- hese, and moving of tmeiness loVirgil
Mitchell, Hugh
Phillips, versity School- Of Econo4lici. He cations have accounted for the
Sam Boyd Neely, and Thomas Is 21 years old.
changes. Several at the merchants
Mr. Hirschfield was educated at
remain in business in Murray but
Owens
School,
London,
and Uni- have changed
Yor the fifth consecutive year,
busitiess associates,
versity
College.
When...a
fresh- locations.
idarray State college will engage
man
he
was
'awarded
the debating
in an international debate. hare
Burnett Warterfield's
Taxi
when it -meets the champion de- championship of London Uni- Co., the New Concord 138Milling
baters of England December 3. The versity.
According to Mr. Hoehn, Mur- Company, The 'Farmer-Purdom
question will be the one on which
Motor Co., .Ky.-Tenn. Light &
the tryouts was held: Resolved ray's attendance of 2000 'at these
debates is unexcelled anywhere Power Co. remain unchanged.
Others firms retain the same
in the country.
names but have changed in ownership in part.
Readers will no doubt be able to

SEVEN DEBATERS
CHOSEN; MURRAY TO.MEET BRITISH

..chest
CO DS
TON &
NY
eet

JCS} .
‘
Jf
!5;til

itucky

:ash Prices

PROVED BY2 GENERATIONS

CI!

onstip
ation
If copstipagien
causes you Oas
Indigestion, Headaches, Bad
Sleep, Pimply nth. Set fluid
relief with ADLERIKA. Thorough action, yet gentle, safe.

Da e,

83c
99c

•9c
256
25c
23c
25c

. 25c
.19c
55c

. 16c
15c
12c
13c

15c
37c

tu blefield & Co., I Uggist8

lommv.

Carolina Leaf Prices
Continue To Be Good

RALEIGH, N. C., Oct. 2'7—Sales
at most tobacco
markets over
eastern North Carolina were the
heaviest of the week yesterday
and the prices continued firm.
At
Louisburg .44,828 !wounds
brought producers an average of
$37.06 per hundred, bringing the
seasonal average on this market
to $29.90..
The Fuquay-Varina market saw
'parr grades of tobacco sell well
and an average of $8623 was recorded. At Rocky Mount 322.816
pounds sold for $34.08 per hundred: Sanford saw 116,736 pounds
change hands for an average of
$31.18.
Thursday's official -figures for
Greenville showed 441,912 pounds
exchanged for an average of $33.06, bringing the season's total
poundage
there
to
44,125,206
pounds with the average of $31.69.
Smithfield saw the top grades
still bringing better than $60.

SOMething to be Thankful for!

Sensational Bargains
In Gugranteed
Used Cars!
Come in'and loots at our display of Used Car Bargains!
We say they are REAL BARGAINS, but we don't want
you to take our word for it.
Come in and give them a
critical loqking-over. Put
them to every test. Note the
sensationally low prices for
we must "clean house" for
the new models & we're offering values that occur
rarely—so outstanding that
we know they'll be snapped up quickly. Don't dc'
lay—come in early. Your car accepted in trade.
Liberal terms.

name the changes In either location, management, ownership, etc.,
of the remaining ads in the group
as follows: Miller Cleaners, Beale's
Bakery,
Gilbert-Doron
Funeral
Home, C. C. Duke, Bank of Murray, Help Yourself -Store, Johnson-Hood Furature Co., Murray
Motor Co., Beaman & Parkers
Garage,- train
&
Butterworth,
Crawford-Hale Co, Ryan Sons Co.,
E S. Diuguid & Son, T. 0. Turner.

CARLISLE NAMED
STUDENT EDITOR
College News Staff Is Appointed
by Prof. L. J. Martin.
Publication Head.

Caxner Carlisle, former president of the Christian AssociatiOn
of Murray State 'College, is the
present editor-in-chief of the College News, official publication Of
liellege. Mr. Carlisle was
ii
Prof. L. J. Hortin,
drecti:.f publications and Associated Pvess correspondent of
Murray and surrounding territory.
Ernest Bailey, International News
citirespondent .for Murray
and
surrounding territory, is journalism assistant Joe. Horrell, MidSouth debating champ, is business
manager.
Ellick Owen, former
Prof. Price Doyle Is Director College News editor, is the assistof Murray State College
ant business manager.
Organisation.
Seth Boaz is listed as sports
eclat)" with C. L. Manning and
A total of-52 Musicians will play Jesse Newman, assistant sports ediin the Murray State College or- tors. Other staff 'members listed
chestra, which is directed by Prof. on the masthead are: Christine
Price Doyle, head of the music de- Brown, staff ,cartoonist; Marvin
partment. This group is well-bal- Wilkerson, assistant 'editor; Eleaanced with every type of instru- nor Gee, and Jo Nell Walters,
ment having a player.
society editors; Imogene Brown,
No concerts will be given until campus editor; James Parker, Lois
the month of December, accord- Mantz Bridges, Joseph Berry, and
ing to Professor Doyle, although Frank Ellis, associate editors; Mrs.
chapel programs will be presented
J Hortin staff librarefIr-- Two
Following is a list of the mem- elementary journalism classes, with
bers of the orchestra:
record enrollments, do the general
Violins: Profs. William H. Fox reporting.
and Franklin P. Inglis, Elizabeth 'The College News is published
Davis. Sara Cucinotta, Gwendolyn bi-weekly
from
September to
Berry. Pope Johnson, Winona Mc- August by the department of pubNeely,. Van Valentine, Helen Hire, licity and journalism of the colWilliam Critchlow, Ruby K. Lip- lege. The College News is a memford, Helen Roberts, Joe English, ber of the Kentucky Inter-colCharles Morgan, Herbert Drenno-n, legiate Press Association of which
Jr., Theda Wilkins, Mary Elizabeth Ernest Bailey. Jkturray College
Cram.. Sylvia „Moore, Mary Jo journalism assistant, is vice-presiWinn, Mary Allison Badger, Lucille dent. The paper is also a memPollard; Violas: Lavelton Dye, Lo-' her of the First District Press Asren Putnam, Daytha Dale, Virginia sociation of Kentucky. For the
Sullivan; Cellos: Prot Arthur
past three years. the College News
Meyer. Sara Akin. Bonne
,
.'Welke', has never 'been listed lower than
John Thompson, Emma Lou Fox, third for the "Best All-Around
Eugenia MacKey; ,Bakses: Floyd College paper" laurels in KenMcClure, Harwood Tilton, Phillips tucky. Year before last the paper
McCaslin; Horns: Russell Shriner, was ranked first. Ralph Bransa, Harold Pace, Rtitb
Elaine Crawford; Flutes: Mae Balbach, • Mabel Church; Clarinets:
Howard Brown, Warren Grieger;
Willfani --Mtirfay State College will go
W. Carrier, Jr.; Bassoons: Albert "on the air"
over Radio Station
Seay, Valrie Ainsworth; Cornets: WSM, Nashville, Tenn., on
Friday,
Fred Stephenson, Grover Carson; January 4, for a one-half
hour
program beginning at 9:30 p. m.
(C. S. T.). Definite plans have
not .been released for the program.

-ma .1FUND. FOR

Appsolmately 525 acres were
Three
seeded in alfalfa during the past to two boys between the ages of
two months in Montgomery coun- 15 and 25. Tuberculosis associations are devoting special attenIt seems funny to Jop Hum- ty.
tion to this age group. Christmas
phreys and his friends now, but
A good lespecieza hay crop was Seals support their work.
at the time it was not so laughable to. him. On last Monday he cut from a 9-acre field in JackTuberculosis costs' the people of
took his line of clothing samples
'son county after 18 cows had been the
United. states more than a
to Murray, and unveiled them in
billion dollars a year.
That's
the court house yard, and" he pastured"on it.
About $8 each for every man,
hadn't been there long before the
Well-managed dairy herds woman, and child.
How much
arong arm of the law reached
out and arrested him for trespass, brought $343 profit per farm to do you pay for your Christmas
Seals to fight tuberculosis?
and actually put him in the jail Washington county producers.
house,' where he remained for
Rowan county poultry raisers
about three hours. And then he
preathitt county farmers are
found Judge Speight who arrang- making a good quality of sorghum are bringing their birds into proed for his liberty until the case is molasses, reports County Agent duction
by better feeding pracheard at a later date. He says a H. B. Cravens.
tices.
prisoner may look like a gentleman when he entered the old CalSeven hundred ten dairy cattle:
loway jail, but his friends will were tested in Washington county
hardly know him when he gets for Bangs disease, and reactors
-out, even if his stay is short.--,-Geo. removed.
Hingham in Mayfield Messenger.
Have you bought your ChristEight trench altos were built in mas Seals from your local tuberGraves. county, using plans ob- culosis association, and are you
tal,ned, from the Kentucky Experi- using them for every letter, poet
ment Station.
card and package?

'by

ORCHESTRA LISTS
MEMBERSHIP OF 52

Murray to, Broadcast

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE BIG
VALUES! Buy a Good Car NOW!

OUR JAIL

REPAIRIN C.
'Four old shoes can be made te give
a lot of extra service by our methods'
scientific rebuilding and repair. Bring them in, regardless of
shape—and well surprise you with
the results. AT—

a

Dutch's Shoe Shop
.ALL WORK GUARANTEED.__

; Christmas Seals are the ammunition in the war against tubertulosis. The enemy is on the
run. but is not vanquisnea. tuberculosis is still the leading
cause of death between the ages of
15 and 45.

RYAN'S STORE
WILL SELL

Anderson Motor Company, Inc.
J. L. Pennington, Manager
Cities Service Station
Sixth and Main

Lady Assistant
Ambulance Service
—Call Day or Nite—

COLDS

irr
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ill.1.1111.11111
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useasy es the spot
r
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Every New
Fall Fashion,
Color or Leather is
here in this group.

Brand New PRINTS, just in the house,
absolutely guaranteed fast colors

121c the Yd.
Bleached DOMESTIC, full yard wide,
and a real value. Worth 161/
2 cents.

BOYS BOOTS

1 lc the Yd.
CHILD'S HOSE, sizes 5 1-2 to 8 1-2.
We will sell at-

9c the Pair
SILK POPLIN imelark green, navy blue,
gray black. An extra value for 50c. However, for Saturday;----

KNIFE GIVEN

25c the Yd-.

WITH EVERY PAIR

TRUNKS ranging in price from $5.00 to
$17.50, for Saturday-

40% Off the Price

.Weas-maleilag--edea
Beerff-Preel Uligent
Nea-Marking Reiss
Black es Brews
Rubber Reels
Styled as Meaner
Made with the new
'malaise middle este
Net Weeded by heat
Will not swell, shrine
or curl up.

Uccle
Boys
drsee
8 to 13%.

$1.49

IT MUST BE A SQUARE
DEAL AT

WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S
'PERFECT FIRST QUALITY'

SNAP GAITERS

T
bones: Howard Akers, Frank
Webb; Tuba: Joe Coulter; Perefraearefieee-4041414.4144/4104alefiateere cussion: Paul Antibus, Roy Darnell.

Used Car Lot

Read the Clamdfled Column.

ALL
SIZES
3 to 9

Opposite Ledger & Times Office

L1NN-ROBERTS
FUNERAL
HOME

castetiisass;sastaamoi--ewanty ,.it
of Warren county, helped a Pet
Milk Company representative select animals for the Pet Milk
Dairy Show.

For Saturday

SHOE

RAY LINN
Funeral Director and
Embalmer

C

All Rubber
Fleeced
Lined

These Raynsbns are comparable
with those gaiters sold at much
higher prices.

NOW OPEN
309 BROADWAY

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
Adesowesismems

A

TELEPHONE 25

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Benton, Ky.-lb•••••••••••••••••••••••

35c

17` •
22c
28c
27c
17c
18`

6 YEAR OLD PAPER PROVE.
1---,,_ ..e
INTERESTING; SHOWS CHANGES

PAGE SEVEN
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ECONOMY

HOTEL

Every fine hotel advantage atmoderote
cost In the very heart of Louisville
SAMPLE ROOMS 1330- %and #5.

nwri OPENED-THE STABLES
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge.
These new rooms as well as the fam—
ous RATHSKELLER are thoroughly
A1R-CONDITIONED —always 705
,

500 Beautiful
Airy Rooms—
Si rigleslo Double 425.°
withoutBath

Single*ar Doubleorl
with Bath

The gayest, funniest toys that ever popped out of Santa's pack are at
It's like peeking into Santa's very otvn workshop! Toys to make
little girls gasp in wonder ... little boys about in glee . . . and grownups beam all over. Beat of all, you can GIVE MORE TOYS from Sears,
because Sears' prices are so low. Bring the kidities
. come yourself
... shake hands with Santa himself! He's here!

er

car

Sear's.

See Santa! .Candy Will Be Given Every
Boy and Girl Accompanied by Parents

Sears Ro,p4uck and CO:
NORTH THIRD STREET

PADUCAH, K

For one reason or another you may not
want to use your car over the fall or
winter season. In the event_you
wish to dispose of it there is
no better medium than the
Classified Ads in this
newspaper.
•
LEDGER & TIMES WANT ADS
11.

,,k

I.

*

AlinalK211111011111111111.
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-. THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
, THURSDAY

FIL?tiS OF RUSSIA TO
BE SHOWN AT FDEA

•

AFTERNOON, NOVEMOR 29, 1934.'

E. A. PREsIDENTI Army
Has Vacancies
renatkian
C
ra
E•
s nogfil Cora K.
Brr
awe- For Radio Operators UN1V
OF CHICAGO
SpringytHe. Henry TO SPEAD AT FDEA
DEAN TO BE HERE

•

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

PREACHING AT ALMO
Stellyville School
SUNDAY, 2:30 P. M.
Announcements
for' Sunday,
E A Parker
There are at this time nine ‘aDecember 2. and for the followcounty,
Tenn.' brought to The
cancies for enlistment in the U.
The Rev. Ernest B. Motle,y will
Ledger & Times office Monday
ing ,week:
The Honor Roll for, the fourth preach in -the- cfrurch in Alm()
Julien Bryan Ts Show Films After 'tune very
S. Army. far amateur radio algidiolersiseing freak ears John Howard ?sync.
The
pastor
will
preach
at
month
the
is as follows:
Head of tors Ita. the 1st Cavalry eldeggiau- Dr.
His Fifth Trip-te glar Soviet
next Sune/AY -Afternoon at 2:30
and cubs ose corn.
Charles-lg.
C-e.--Camp at•01:490 A. H. Bess-Morehead College. to SPeat.
Printer: Neat Merle fermate efieleek.- lied) to be stationed at Fait
Tours Natives With Scenes.
-Tisapiar etaomF. D. E. A. Meet Friday
day.
• One cob resembled a bear's foot,
Friday,
'
I:43 F. M.
Overby.-- munity are cordially invited to atKnox, Ky.. aid two vacancies exMorales, 111341.
another a chicken's foot, one a
A Standard Sunday School' for
First grade: Hilda Gray Hughes. tend.
ist for a trombone player and trap
One of the outstanding features
human bein(s left hand and anJohn Howard Payne. president drummer for the
all ages and grades meets at 9:30
Second grade:
of the F. D. E. A. meet will be
Dean Wilson.
11th Infantry
Dr. Charles W. Gilkey, dean of A.
other a right hand. Still another of Morehead State Teachers
M. Dr. H. M. McElrath, super- Loyce Morris.
"Soviet Russian and Siberia" by
Col- Bang Fort Benjamin Marrison, Ind. the Chapel
E. D. • Hollarooks of Magoffm
Uriverslty of Chicago, intendent.
cub had four toes, Mr. Parker lege and president of the Kentuc
Third
grade: Horace Overby, county bought 55 ewes and 3
Julien Bryan, iohice will be illusky
Applicants qualified as radio will address the F. D.
said that all these were grown on. Education Association will
E.
A.
at
Morning Worship at 11 A. 74., Billy Strader. DO'ra Morris, Laura pUrebred rams .
spotlit{operators and musicians 4
trated with motion' camera. Mr.
during the laet
State
trganbone Murray
a two-acre field of 100-day Yel- Friday afternoon it l:45,,or
College
Friday peeaching by the pastor on
&yen is famous for his finds
the [players, trap drummers) who
montts
-Inspi- Frances Ostu•on.
qgornin
in low 'corn.
g
at
10:30
are
o'clock
F. D. E. A. at Murray SEP& Colon the ration and Encouragemen
Fourth
Russian efts and customs and has
grade:
ts From
-single and have no dependents and "Influence of Atmosp
.4111110,
here".
Mr. Payqe is a Kentuckian
He also had with him a twist of lege
Former Witnesses."
Dona Morris.
Just retailed from his fifth - trip
meet all other requirements should
Gilkey has recently r'eturned
air-cured tobacco which he twisted and graduate of the University of make
The
THE
'
Fifth
Trainin
BES
to the Soviet. His experiences
g
T
Union
graciag-atedaitsala---llughes,
meeta at
application aaothis office.
in
from a tour of New York where 6:30 P. Bd. for Trainin
He was superintendEurope began in 1917 during the himself 50 years ago. Mr. Parker Kentucky
g in Church Dortha Linville.
A limited number of vacancies he
spoke at seeral meetings. Dr. Membership, R. W.
Sevent
h
World War, His first great recog- is a brother-irelaw of Jahn F. ent of the Richmond schools 'for are occuring monthly for
grade: Nemo Nora- Hamburger
Churchill, is
various Gilkey Is a noted educator
well
worthrs '
and director
known
nition came a few years later and Smith,
Calloway several years and has been a other organizations of the
U. S. a speaker, much In demand,
Dogs
promin
ent
speake
countia
Evenin
r
Eir
n.
for
g
years,
in
Worshi
the
ej.s "Russia as it was: As it- Is".
p at 7:30 P. M.,
Army.
•
field of education.
preaching by the pastor on "When
Louis Hartung, Jefferson county Swiss Cheese
"The Soul 'of the Profession"
leas received in'many of the larger
10c
Christ Comes to the Sinner."
will be the subject for Mr. Payne'e
dlles of :the country. '
club boy, won IX on'poultry dis- Egg, 10c; Steak
FIRST CHIUSTIAN CHURCH
1.0c
MURRAY METHODIST CHURCH
Woman's
address. • Mr. Payne has been ire
Missionary
Oyster, 10c; Tamales.. 5c
Society played. at the State
'His - new picture shows every
Fair.
meets
Tuesday at ,2:30 P. M., Mrs.
the profession long enough to
Tenth Anniversary of 'resent
Short Order Steak ..., 15c
&Me of
life, homes, hosAttention members of the Meth- W. T. Sledd. preside
know the fail) intent of the. pront.
pitals, clinics, marriage and diPastorate.
Pulaski county 4-H club memBEER . . DRINKS
odist
Church
!
On
Mid
Sunday after-week prayer meeting Wedfession and its makeup and is exvorce Courts. Czarist's prisons, Busbers are fitting 30 calves for the
noon, beginning at 2 o'clock the nesday. 7„ P. M.,
pected to make one of the outfollowe
d
by
Ernest
Man :aviation, experimental theathe
B.
Motley became pastor board of stewar
Anticoating the attendant* at standin
ds are asking that Weekay Teachers Meeting for
g addresses of the meeting. of the First Christian
tres. religious rites of Mongolia, the Firet Distric
the baby beef show and sale in
Chiirch of the members of Use- eitaren
t Educational AA- cern" study .the S.. S. Lesson for the Louisville this month.
Murray on December I. 19.
oskire- of.-eolleetive farming. -a trip 'meatier here
Southwest Corner Square
14-Lest by the church some Wile
of everyone who is FIRST PRESS
durint following Sunday.
TVICRIAN CHURCH Sunday the congregation voted
down the Volga and many other making an effort
to the afternoon, and make their own
to teach music
A eordial invitation is extend
give
special recognition to the pledge
interesting things. concerning the in connection
ed
•
with the
for the year.
high
to-all to -attend all these serviee
,
Sunday School
next Sunday. tenth anniversary of the present
e
new Russia.
schools, Prof. Price Doyle, head Decemb
All services Sunday at the usual -"Come, worship and pray.er I,. in the Court House pastorate at the mornin
g service hour:
.7-Every year for five consecutive of the music department of Mur--Sunday
at 9:45 A_ M.
J.
E.
'echoe
Skinner
l,
9:45;
, Pastor
next Sunday. The thought is
preachto int
411Ps:. Mr. EtrYail has spent many- ray State College. has sent out
II A. M.; Young People's
Dr. Barr will preach at the 11 make it a day of
rededication and
ontes traveling in the Soviet letters to 87 high schools belong- o'clock
meeting 6:15.
service immediately follow- increased loyalty to Christ
anion. poking into out of the way ing lo the FDEA suggesting that ing.
and the
Union Thanksgiving Service; of
There will be an attraetive church. It is hoped
that every the
ilaces. He knows how the Rus- an hour be chosen when the reguMethodist and _First Christian
musical program.
residen
t
mereber
,
who
The honor
sian people really feel about Corn- lar sessions will not be held to
possibly churches.
roll for Paschall
A cordial invitation is extended can, will be present
Thursday 9 A. 11.
School is as follows:
next
seunism. how they eat, how they have a luncheon
Sunday
If no changes to all who will attend.
A
cordial
welcome is extended
mornin
g.
A
section
will be reSecond grade: Joe Thomas Foswork, how they dress, how they ere made, the meeting will bloat
• J. C. Barr. Pastor
served for the elders and deacons to all, who have no other church ter.
play. His motion pictures are
home
no the Collegiate Inn at . Murray Friand
they
are
request
ed to sit toThird grade: Bedford Wilson,
superficial travelogue, but the day, November 30. at 11:30 a. rp.,
0. A Marrs, Pastor
gether. All friends of the church
Bonnell Key and Milta Baker.
mcord of a very real people. No Mr. Doyle stated.
and
pastor
are
cordially invited.
• -Fourth grade: Joe Baker
kook can tell you, what you will
Professor Doyle thinks that there
Ray.
Serve PARKER BROS. CAKES, PIES,
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
me. with your own eyesin these exists a very definite
place for
Carter, superintendent. Good atpictures, They reflect an under- some kind of organiz
ation of
PASTRIES
tendance last Sunday. Let's make
standing.of human nature and a music
teachers throughout the
_
it at least 200 next Sunday
grasp of the facts behind world First District He
..
believes there
-The honor roll for the fourth
and-change that is a Bryan character- will be at least 30 music teacher
-Preaching by the pastor at 10:45 month
s
of school is as follows:
bitic. MAN
A.
WANT
M.
ED
and 7:00 P. M.
-for
that will accept this invitation
Rawleigh
First grade: Bobbie Joy DenThe illustrated lecture will be and take part in the discussion. Route of 800 families. Good profPrayer meeting Wednesday night ham. Cody Lee Cole,
Robbie Nell
given •Friday' evening at 7:30
The purpose of the lincheon. ac- its for hustlers. We train and at 7:00 o'clock_
Suggs.
help you.
tick's.* and will be free to F. D. cording to Mr. Doyle.
Write
immedia
There's more nourishment, more value in' AU N'!
tely.
Second
Christi
grade: Billie Denham.
an Endeavor at 6:15 P.
a stated in
Rawleigh Co., Dept. KYK-97-SA. M.
X. A. Members.' Visitors. arl_in, his letter of invitat
Tihrd grade: Thelma Stone, Mary
BETTY'S BREAD, pre-sliced, rich in butter content.
Sunday.
ion: -It has
Freeport. ta
*Red but due to expense of the been my thought that
. N29p Union Thanksgiving Day ser- Sue Suggs, Treva Dell Cole.
we might
feature, must pay an admission. perfect plans for
Fourth grade:- Joe Bill Todd,
vice at .Firat Methodist Church
recibir meet- FOR RENT-furnis
They Arehed bed-room.
K.- R. Patterson. secretary of the ings, say once a month,
Thursday morning at 9:00 o'clock Martha Jane Humphreys. .
to be held Apply to Reubie Wear,
.
210
.1P: D. E.. states. N.
at various centers. At tame -meet- 5th
Fifth grade: Ruth Brandon.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME':
An impressive and
St...,
ltc
ings we might have some musical
Seventh grade: Eugene Smith,
B. Motley, Pastor
s.;
programs, or we might dismiss the WHY Grow
Collie Suiter, Mary Catherine
dignified service
Gray or dyer=
problems which we a 1 have".
Farmer.
Preachers Hair Tonic eliminates '
-CHU1CH OF CHRIST
is the public's
hair, removes
President John W Carr has an- gray
.4
dandruff,
The church had a good assembly
W. C. T. U. MEETING
nounced that Otte alumni, former stops falling. hair. For sale by
preference
WASHINGTON. Nov. 21-World students of the college
last Lord's Day with an increas
, and the druggists and barbers_
e
tf
War veterans are dying at the rate faculty will have
The Wornans Christian Temperin the Bible classes. -The Four$12,000.00 PRIZE CONTEST—Thousands will win.
a get-together
and
FOR SALE or
of more_ahan 80 every day. about meeting arid dinner
TRADE-2-chair fold Man and the Voice of the ance Union will have the district
Fr day evenCome in and let us tell you about it. Subject:'Why
barber
30,000 a year.
shop
preside
equipm
Prophe
nt,
ent,
ts"
Mrs
comple
wasa,
tes
J. Owens, Fur
ing. November 30. at-- o'clock
the message :He Bread is Good to Eat 4 Times a Day"—not over 200
modern and nearly new. See A. livered by Minister
.These figures, with many others, in Wells Hall_ Prat Carman
ton.
Ky..
OUR
with
them
GOA
next Monday,.
L
Thomas Pate.
Grawords. Bring letters here.
L Platt, Hazel. Ky.
_have been furnished the liudget ham, president of
tfc
the Alu:mni AsThe services Sunday we hope at the First Baptist Church at 2:30
Bureau by the Veterans' Adminis- sociation. is in charge
P.
M.
will show our increase in number
(f arrange- WANTED-to rent small
'farm with
tration in connection with appro- ments for the meeting
Eery rrnember please be present.
.
team and farming equipment to be permanent. The Bible Study
priation estimates. tor the next
begins
at
9:45.
Preach
Would
ing at 11
also buy same if.:ertee
fiscal year.
Approximately 1.500 tons -of- kin:—
-A o'clock. subject, "Consecration"
WARNE PASTOR HOLDS
- Welt R. H. Walters, Almo Route
and
The estimates win' sot- be made
„.
—AUNT BETTY'S BREADSUCCESSFUL MEETING
at 7:00 P. M., "I Have Found a ean lespedeza hay was harvested
public until submitted le Congeal
Itp Man."
Telephone 7
* Fleming county, as 'compared
"Tbe Foundation of a Good Meal"
in Jaouary, but officials expect the
with
150 tons last year.
The Rev. Ernest B. Motley held FOR SALE-Remington No., 10,, „A program i$ delivered each
appiopriation to be much higher a revival meetin
g for the Rirst typewriter in A-1 condition. See Friday evening from 1.10 to 1:30
than for the. current year-$546.- Christian Church Russellv
,
ille, Ky., Nat Ryan Hughes. 2nd floor Ryan o'clock over station WPAD. Padu748.000. The figure does not in- November 4-16. whieh
resulted in building.
Itp cah. under the auspices of the
clude the $100000.000 estimated "as 20 additions to the
Church of Christ of Murray. All
church. ,
necessary to pay for benefits
Paul M Page. Oakland, Ry., BROOMS-We make your brooms are invited to hear this program.
voted by the last Congress over was song leader
and soloist The on shares or 15c per broom.
Pres'-isr*. P-,4sevelt's objections.
Square • Deal Broom Shop. Main
Rev. Edward Coffman is minister.
•
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WE ARE

WE MUST PAY
— OUR—COMPANIES
' In order that we may fulfill the above statement
--it is tirt.rs.,:try for us to call on some several hundred of our good friends and patrons who are delinquent in their accounts with this office.
It is not uncommon at all with us to be told by
some of our patrons when statement is presented
for premiums then past due that they have-other
obligations, such as bills payable for merchandise
or taxes on which the discount will not be available ifter a certain date, or numerous other obligations which they deeni more important to be
paid than their insurance account.
- .
On the other hand,- each of our customers rightfully expeeti that every loss or damage be promptly
and equitably adjusted and paid. For example,
this office_has had something like 125 damage's
reported this month due to hail and windstorm
fl1dhoUrréd about -the -first of-November, and
-all of these claims have already been adjusted and
will be paid promptly. 'A. check of the policies involved' indicates that the premiums for less than
one-half of the policies have been paid to us, while
the premiums on 95 per cent of the _policies involved are past due.,

ats_ilit_Rail.road Crossing.
D13p
FOR LEASE-Miller store buildBank of Murray.
ing
Pompeian Jan, 1, 1935. T. A.
Miller, 'Paducah, Ky.
Phone
.2591
D13p
R SALE-Registered Hampire
bred sows and one boar-5 cents
per lb. Beagle puppies. $2 each.
I. T. Crawford, Murray Route

a.

itc

FOR RENT-very desirable country home, close in for 'town resident 3 miles West of Murray.
near highway. Will paper and
decorate to suit renter. Pasture
arid good farm land in connection if desired_ ALSO-business
house
across from
Ledger &
Times-ample floor space for ga,
rage or
large
business. Gall

Built Up Strength
By Taking Carclui

Here's her own account of how
Mrs. T. W Herein,of Greer, S. C.,
was benefited by taking Card*:
"I suffered a great dealfrom weakness in my beck and pains in say
Side and felt so misersble7 1011-"""
writes. I read of Cardui and (Melded to try it. I felt better after
I took my first bottle, so kept on
taking it as I felt such a need of
strength, and it helped me io
much"

Because we have been able to book the cream
of all pictures for the
months of November and December.
It has been some time since any theatre has
offered such an elaborate
and costly array of stars and productions in
such a short period of time!

CAPITOL

Thousands of women tastily Cardin
benefited them. If It does not benefit
TOO. consult a physician.
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Tomorrow in

STUARTERW I N

the annual clash
with

THURSDAY-FRIDAY

GROVE HIGH

The Stars of

"THE THIN MAN

YELL for Dunn, Faughn, Irvan, Allbritten and-every lineman. BUY TICKETS HERE.

Together Again!

INNIS

SATURDAY

in "VANISHING MEN"
LOST JUNGLE" and CARTOON

also "THE

SUNDAY and

/
Kb

MONDAY
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—TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4-5

GENERAL INSURANCE
First Floor Gattin Building
Telephohe 331

—

'The BARRETT§ of WIMPOLE STREET'

Tt-Dos Make a DiffereiffC-e
- NIAr -"Writes

- -with--

Your InsuranceAggsmossome

•
FREDRIC MARCH, NORMA SHEAR.ER,CHARLES LAUGHTON

.•

•
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TOM TYLER
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AT THE GAME, you'll note that the well dressed
fans have shapely, clean, well kept garments.
"Cheer" yourself along with pleasing appearance.

FRAZEE BERRY & MELUGIN
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TODAY and WEDNESDAY

FEVER

-

Frankly, we do not believe that very many of
our patrons realize that the great bulk of the insuranee premiums they pay us has to go to the
companies not later than forty-five days after the
end of the.month in which the policy is dated.- As
a matter of fact, the commission on-Fire and CasUalty katitneSs;fs-hii-secret, the nation-wide average being a fraction less than 20 per cent; there.
fore, at least 80 per cent must go to the companies._
It is our intention to furnish, on or before De-.,
cember-I011f, each policyholder on our books a
statement of the amount of their account due us
for all policies issued prior to November 1st.
-Ire-frtiat tharko-u will give such Statement your
sincere consideration and will take no exceptions
sto our action in this,instance.
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